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For all transactions, the newest version of the „General Conditions of Sale and Delivery for Products and 
Services of the Electrical Industry ZVEI“ shall apply, along with the supplementary conditions „extended reser-
vation of proprietary rights“, together with the supplements listed on our order confirmations and/or invoices.
All specifications are subject to change without notice. Reprint, even in part, only with our consent.
© RECHNER Germany 11/2019 EN - Printed in EU, all rights reserved.
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Dear Business Partner!

Thank you for your interest. 

RECHNER Sensors has been dealing with capacitive sensor 
technology for more than 50 years  - our core competency.

Capacitive Sensors detect levels or they can be used for position 
control and are an important pulse device for the automatic 
execution of processes.
They help to make the work easier and safer for people and 
make a major contribution to quality control. 
They help optimise your production and automation processes 
and can help to ensure your competitive edge.

The industrial development is very fast, exciting and it is a special 
pleasure for us that our customers give us insight into the most 
diverse industrial sectors. It is the generator of creativity for our 
developing engineers and application engineers. It supports us 
in our demand to perfect continuously our sensors and provide 
the innovations required. 

With this brochure we offer you a brief overview of our latest 
Highlights. A small outlook on the world of sensors. 

Please get in contact with us if you wish for more detailed 
information.

We would be happy to talk to you.

Your RECHNER Team

Page 6 - 7
Capacitive sensors general

Page 8 - 9
Capacitive sensors with EasyTeach

Page 10 - 11
Capacitive sensors with ATEX-
certificate

Page 12 - 13
Capacitive overfill prevention and 
leakage sensors

Page 14 - 16
Capacitive sensors for contact with 
food 

Page 17
Capacitive sensors eXtreme Range

Page 18 - 19
Capacitive sensors LevelMaster

Page 20 - 23
Capacitive level probes

Page 24 - 25
Indutive sensors with ATEX-
certificate

Page 26 
Further Highlights for 3D- and printing 
industry
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Corporate social responsibility

ClimatE NEutral maNufaCturiNg iN 
gErmaNy

For many years it has been one of Rechner Sensors’ 
goals to continuously reduce our climate footprint 
and to keep our CO2 emissions as low as possible.

Targeted and tracked consumption for energy 
savings and energy efficiency are a clear part of 
company policy and Rechner’s philosophy.

The energy generation by our extensive roof 
mounted photovoltaic units across the factory 
makes a major contribution. In addition, high 
efficiency, state-of-the-art machines and work 
process equipment, plus energy-saving lamps and 
workplace energy monitors are examples of the 
company’s planned commitment to saving energy.

Each individual member of the Rechner team 
is responsible for ensuring that all resources 
are used as sparingly as possible. As a result, 
the sensors and level systems manufactured 
in our German production facility are climate-
neutral.

We take our social responsibility for sustain-
ability seriously and everyone, including the 
company management and the entire Rech-
ner team, work together to ensure that our 
environmental and climate targets are met 
and wherever possible exceeded. 
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this broChurE is a CollECtioN of NEw produCt data shEEts

Editorial team‘s note

As a result, some included supporting information 
within the data sheets has been duplicated. Cur-
rently this is the simplest organisation format.

The new products currently presented are di-
verse and not every product will be of interest to 
the reader. For this reason, we have designed 
the brochure with perforations on each page 
edge, so that you can take out and store the 
pages on just the products which you are inter-
ested in. 

A key strength of RECHNER Sensors is that 
we can offer a wide range of sensors with both 
Switched and Analogue outputs. In order to high-
light this benefit, and to make it visually easier 
for readers to identify the sensor type, we have 
colour coded the pages:

Yellow = Switched Output
Purple = Analogue Output

We hope you enjoy reading about our new products 
plus we look forward to receiving your feedback 
and to discussing your sensor applications.
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ClassiC CapaCitivE sENsors

The capacitive sensors generate a capacitive 
field in the area of the active surface. Every  
medium, i.e. liquid or bulk material with 
a dielectric constant of ≥ 1,1 is detected. 
Depending on the model used, the value is 
output as a switching signal or as an analog 
signal. This allows the level to be controlled 
via the connected control system. 

Classic Sensors offer the following options;  

• binary measurement 
 Normally open, Normally closed,
 Antivalent

• analogue measurement
   4...20 mA or 0....10 V

Capacitive sensors and level probes are the perfect 
signal indicators for level control

dEpENdENt oN thE appliCatioN thErE arE 
two mouNtiNg variaNts:

1. NoN-flush mouNtablE

 = CoNtaCt with produCts

For the level control of liquids or bulk material in most cases the 
sensors are used in such a way, that the active surface of the sensor 
comes in direct contact with the material to be detected. 

Dependent on the material to be detected specific requirements 
to the housing designs have to be considered. Especially for 
that part which is in direct contact with the product.

CapaCitivE sENsors aNd lEvEl 
probEs dEtECt all kiNd of prod-
uCts: 

• Liquids

• BuLk MateriaL

• Paste

Good 
to know!

2. flush mouNtablE

 = at distaNCE or through
    thE CoNtaiNEr wall

Besides product-touching level control there is the option of 
level control through a non-metal container wall. The thickness 
of the container wall should ideally not exceed 4 mm at the 
place where the measurement is made. 

Furthermore the flush mountable sensors are often used for 
the position control of objects. With these kind of applications 
the sensor is not normally in direct contact with the material 
to be detected and therefore the demands on the housing 
designs are lower. Nevertheless demanding housing designs 
are possible as well, when required.
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Easyteach

196351ka1410

Easy tEaCh a braNd from rEChNEr

For many years proven and integrated in different 
sensor series:

EasyTeach by button (ETB)

EasyTeach by Magnet (ETM)

EasyTeach by Wire (ETW)

EasyTeach by Membrane Foil (ETF)

All of these functions are based on the same adjustment 
philosophy. The target is a simple and fast micro controller 
aided adjustment, that adjust the sensor for optimal 
operation.

With EasyTeach by magnet ETM the adjustment is 
made by means of a teach magnet that is supplied 
with the sensor. 
This can be of additional advantage, when the device 
should be protected against unintended adjustments. 

With EasyTeach by wire ETW the sensor can be 
adjusted direct from the control panel and for that 
reason it is the most comfortable kind of adjustment. 
Also with a view to mounting situations, where 
difficult access to the sensors exists, then this can 
be a clear advantage

our staNdard produCt raNgE of-
fErs sENsors aNd probEs for:

• ateX dust eX Zone 20, 21 and 22

• ateX Gas eX Zone 0, 1 and 2

• Food contact

• HyGienic desiGn

• contact witH cHeMicaL Products

• HiGH-teMPerature aPPLications

• containers witH Pressure or vacuuM

Capacitive sensors - long-term experience and customer 
orientation is the reason, why our product range on capacitive 
sensors is so large and rich on options

miCro - CoNtrollEr aidEd 
adjustmENt rEplaCEs thE 
mEChaNiCal potENtiomEtEr

ateX certiFicate and suitaBLe 
for food appliCatioNs 
for us normal business. In this section we would like 
to emphasize especially our so-called „All-in-One“ 
models, which do not require an ex barrier.  
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EasyMount

ka1147             ka1451 ka8993

m 8 x 1
ka1509      ka1542     ka1543

Easyteach

capacitive sensors with easyteach function

Capacitive sensors in the EasyMount 
series.

They need very little space. There are 
different version with 5 mm (KA8993), 
8 mm (KA1451) and 15 mm (KA1147) 
height.

Excellent for the level control of liquids 
through non-metal container walls.

Sensitivity adjustment type dependent 
with:

• EasyTeach by Magnet (ETM)

• EasyTeach by Wire (ETW)

page 27 - 35

The smallest capacitive sensor with 
EasyTeach by Wire.

Non-flush mountable:
Safe level control of liquids or powders 
in small containers. 

Flush mountable: 
Position detection of objects for counting 
tasks. 

• Type of construction M8 x 1

• EasyTeach by Wire (ETW)

Binary

new
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g 1“ Ø 30 mm

ka1570 ka1563

Learn more about your production process 
by use of sensors with analogue output. 

This not only allows you to reliably detect fill 
levels or positions, but also to detect changes 
in the dielectric constant. For example, for 
quality assurance or to detect possible de-
posits on the sensor surface and then start 
an automatic cleaning process.

 Analogue

capacitive sensors with 
Easyteach function 
and analogue output

RECHNER Sensors has a wide range 
of capacitive sensors with analogue 
output. 

• Current output 4...20 mA
• Current output 20...4 mA 
• Voltage output 0...10 V
• Voltage output 10... 0 V

The sensors with analogue output are 
available from body size M 12 x 1.

New variants with EasyTeach function 
now enrich the product range:

• EasyTeach by Button (ETB)

• EasyTeach by Wire (ETW)

page 36 - 37
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ka1564 
      ka1565

ka1426

ka1502 
  ka1503

All-in-One 

m 12 x 1 m 18 x 1  g 1/2“

ka1409 

ka2000

Capacitive sensors for level control in areas 
with risk of explosion.

ATEX Zone 20 (Dust) and Zone 1 (Gas).

Both variants are available with a metal 
housing for flush and non-flush mounting.

• All-in-One - with PNP transistor output

• No additional Ex-Barrier required.

capacitive sensors with ateX certificate

Housing material PEEK with FDA 
certification

Also available are 
models that are 
constructed 
according to the 
EHEDG
guidelines.

page 38- 45
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ka1440 
      ka1442 ka1394

Namur EN 60947-5-6

M 30 x 1,5

ka1514

m 12 x 1 g 1/2“

capacitive sensors with ateX certificate

Capacitive sensors with 4...20 mA or 20...4 
mA output signal. 

For level control or position control  in areas 
with risk of explosion.

 ATEX Zone 0 (Gas) and 20 (Dust).

Capacitive sensors with NAMUR output for 
level control in areas with risk of explosion. 

ATEX Zone 0 (Gas) and 20 (Dust).

Both variants are available with a metal 
housing for flush and non-flush mounting.

page 46 - 49

Analogue

Binary
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ka9037

ka9952

Capacitive Sensors - Leak detection sensors

• Compact design
• With NAMUR output for ATEX Zone 0

For applications in NON-ATEX areas variants  
are available without ATEX certificate and 
with PNP switching output.

• Chemically resistant PTFE body

• Mounting device

capacitive leak detection sensors with or without ateX certificate

Autoadjustment Function 

Mount and Go

page 50 - 57
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ka1484

ka1237

 ka0800

 
  813100

capacitive sensors - overfill Prevention - wHG

overfill prevention according to 
the water protection directive wHG

For Containers that contain water-polluting 
liquids, the Water Resources Act (in Germany 
WHG) prescribes overfill protection.

The Water Resources Act has the important 
task to provide the legal basis for the protection 
of surface waters and ground waters. It serves 
to protect our environment and sustainability 
ensures the quality and availability of the 
important element of water for humans, flora 
and fauna. The application and compliance with 
the law is monitored by authorized bodies. 

The capacitive overfill prevention from RECH-

NER Sensors controls the level. Just in time before 
the maximum permissible level in the container is 
reached they trigger an alarm. This means a double 
benefit for you as the capacitive overfill protection 
controls the level and offers operational safety. The 
sensors are certified by the DIBt (Deutsches Institut 
für Bautechnik). Different sensor designs are available: 
on the left you can see some examples. 

Also the leak detection sensors, which are placed 
in the drip trays serve as a water protection device 
 according to the water protection Act (WHG). If 
leaks occur on your plant, the leak sensor detects 
the liquid that comes into the active area of the sensor 
and immediately it triggers an alarm. 

your advantages:
• Reliable overfill prevention / Leakage control
• Precise level control
• Compliance with the Water Resource Act (WHG)
• Models available with both WHG and ATEX certificate

Protect the important element water!
page 50 - 57
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ka1533 ka1487 

ka1591 g 1“  tri-Clamp

+100°C

ka1627

Capacitive sensors housing materials 
according to EG 1935/2004

• Traceability of the materials 
 guaranteed.
• CIP / SIP

Capacitive sensors for food and pharma
The S26 series include a large number of sensors 
with housing materials that can be in contact with 
food or pharmaceutical products.

In addition, there are variants that are equipped 
with IO-Link, such as KA1533 and KA1591.

page 58 - 64 Food and Pharma
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bluesense

ka1403

 g 1“

BlueSense - Capacitive Level Sensor with Bluetooth function. 
BlueSense is the ultimate auxiliary set-up tool for users who
want current status and control of their level measurement.

With the BlueSense application you know the sensor is within 
the optimum measuring range and if there are changes in the 
dielectric constant of the product to be measured. Deposits or 
product adhesion on the sensor can also be determined.

capacitive sensors with Bluesense
   More than just the measurement!

page 65 - 66
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Easyteach
ka1624

page 67

capacitive sensors with 2 switching points
     - one is sometimes not enough!

With the additional function P3, the capacitive 
sensor from the S26 series offers the user the 
following output functions:

• Antivalent (standard setting)
• 2 x Normally open
• 2 x Normally closed

With the normally closed and normally open 
versions, two switching points can be set 
independently of each other.

When detecting filling levels with changing products and different DK bandwidths, the 2 
switching points offer the possibility of reliably detecting products with low and high DK 
without resetting the sensor.

p3 - demand-oriented output functions

morE frEEdom

 CustomEr-foCusEd 

  Easy to program
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Xa0064
Xa0065

kX0104

250°C

kX0081

Capacitive sensors for high temperatures 
kXs-eXtreme
Thanks to the separate evaluation unit the 
KXS-Extreme Series sensors can be used 
for applications with an ambient temperature 
of up to max. 250 °C. The technology of 
these sensors is based on RECHNERS 
patented 3-Electrode-Measuring principle.

They are used for instance in the melting 
containers of hot-melt gluing systems, drying 
ovens or autoclaves.  

This series consists of sensors with cylindrical  
body size from M 5 x 1 up M 32 x 1,5 and 
rectangular versions. The housing materials 
used for the sensor bodies are PTFE/stainless 
steel, PEEK/Stainless steel or total PEEK like 
the type below.

evaluation unit with 
Easyteach by wire (Etw) &
Easyteach by magnet (Etm)

eXtreMe LarGe MeasurinG area
A definitive advantage for hot and normal
ambient temperatures. 

page 68 - 70
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Extra 
Smart

ka1599 ka1598 

ka1471  ka1530                ka1437
                             ka1474  ka1473

Capacitive sensor 

Capacitive sensor for level control of adhesive 
and / or conductive products like Mayonnaise, 
Ketchup, Oil, Honey and much more.

• Sensitivity adjustment with EasyTeach by 
Wire (ETW)

• No additional teach-tool required

• Optical menu guide by means of the 
2-colour LED

• Types with binary output (N.O. or N.C.)

• Types with analogue output 4...20 mA or 
0...10 V

Binary or Analogue                  Your Choice!  page 71 - 82

binary:
analogue:

This capacitive sensor is used for level 
control of bulk materials, liquids and pastes 
with a dielectric constant (DK) εr of 1,1.
 
• Reliably detects all materials, except 

materials with very high conductivity and 
adhesion.

• EHEDG conform

• Housing materials (stainless steel, POM 
and PEEK) suitable for food and beverages 
pharmaceutical sector

• Type of construction G 1/2“

• EasyTeach by Wire (ETW)
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ka1556ka1562

page 55

Binary or Analogue                  Your Choice!  

   120 °C  
or 160 °C          

Ambient Temperature!

These LevelMaster variants are designed for applications 
with high ambient temperatures. They have the same 
characteristic features as the LevelMasters we described 
before on the left side, with the addition that the electronic 
components are adapted for higher ambient temperatures. 

•  Without temperature buffer max. 120°C
 
• With temperature buffer max. 160°C

Capacitive sensor 

page 71 - 82
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TRUE ®

PER ®

PEEK-body from now on 
available up to 2000 mm in 
length. 

• Probe suitable up to +250°C 

• High chemical resistance

• Robust         

Capacitive level measuring systems
best things come in 3

the technology of the capacitive level probes and level 
measuring systems is based on rEChNErs patented 
3-Electrode-measuring principle.
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Capacitive level measuring systems

PER ®

TRUE ®

Analogue

Binary
Your advantage for both level control systems:

• Reliable level control
• Probe length defined specifically for the application
• Suitable for high ambient temperature, thanks to separate evaluation electronics
• Dependent on housing materials up to +250°C
• Different process connections available, like G1“, G1 1/2“, G1” NPT, Triclamp, Varivent 
 and others. 

Capacitive level measurement of liquids and bulk 
materials with a dielectric constant εr > 1,2

truelevel – Analogue level measurement with 
automatic compensation of the dielectric constant εr

• Analogue Measurement 4…20 mA or 0…10 V
• Probe length from 250 mm up to 2000 mm

perlevel – Binary level measurement of 1, 2, 3 
or 4 limit values
• Type dependent up to 4 measuring points with
 only one probe 
• Probe length from 60 mm up to 2000 mm
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TRUE ®

kf0638
kf0639
kf0642
kf0643
kf0644 

Capacitive level probe

Analogue

CapaCitivE lEvEl mEasuriNg probE with 
EasytEaCh fuNCtioN aNd CompENsatioN of 
thE diElECtriC CoNstaNt (dC). 

With this level measuring probe the evaluation unit is 
integrated in the connection head. The probe has a reference 
area for the compensation of the dielectric constant (DC). 
Thanks to this function the probe will be adjusted with empty 
container and it detects reliable the level of liquids or bulk 
material with a dielectric constant (DC) from εr > 1,2. After the 
single setting on the empty container, the probe automatically 
adjusts itself to the material to be measured. 

This saves the user a lot of time during the initial operation 
and is also particularly advantageous for applications with 
changing products.

The probe has a selectable analogue output, type dependent, 
with current or voltage output. 

• EasyTeach by Membrane Foil (ETF)

• EasyTeach by Wire (ETW)

• Sensitivity adjustment with empty container

• Easy and quick commissioning

• Compensation of the dielectric constant (DC)

• Max. probe length 2000 mm

• Material of the probe body PTFE, PEEK or GFK

• Process connection stainless steel G1“

Strong for adhesions or debris cones!
Simply fade out with volume measurement

page 83 - 86
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ki0144

160 °C
200 °C

ki0018

ki0161

Capacitive level probe

Capacitive level probes for level control of liquids or bulk 
material with a dielectric constant (DC) εr between 2 and 80.

The i-Level Probe with integrated evaluation electronics 
for analogue measurement with 2 additional switching 
points is well known and accepted. 

Now with robust metal rod

An additional new product of the i-Level Series has been 
designed with a stainless steel measuring electrode.

Now with steel rope electrode and weigth

the advantages for you are:

•  Analogue current output of 4...20 mA
• Sensitivity adjustment is made by EasyTeach function
 (ET = EasyTeach by Wire and EasyTeach by Magnet) 
• Teach-Magnet supplied with the probe
• Reliable level control
• Probe length can be defined when ordering
• Metal rod up to 2000 mm / steel rope up to 20 m
• Process connection G1“
•  High permitted ambient temperature (TP20 = 160°C
 and TP50 = 200°C)

New: 
Rope probe

Evaluation Electronics integrated!

Analogue

page 87 - 89
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ia0110

All-in-One 

ia0309

ia0269ia0331

Inductive sensors for use in areas with risk 
of explosion:

 ATEX Zone 20 (Dust) and 1 (Gas).

Both variants are available with a metal 
housing for flush and non-flush mounting.

• All-in-One - with PNP switching output

• No additional Ex-Barrier required.

inductive sensors with ateX certificate

page 90 - 98
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ia0344

Namur EN 60947-5-6

ia0217 

N00015
N00017
N00018

matching Ex barriers can be
offered on request.

Inductive Sensors according to NAMUR 
EN 60947-5-6 for use in areas with risk of 
explosion:

 ATEX Zone 20 (Dust) and 0 (Gas).

Both variants are available with a metal 
housing for flush and non-flush mounting.

• Different body sizes available from 
 6.5 mm in diameter up to  M 32 x 1,5

inductive sensors with ateX certificate

page 90 - 98
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further highlights

our catalogues on the topics 3d printing and printing 
machine industry. 
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High Performance

HP
Quattro   Protect™E CM ^

E CM ^Compliant
RoHS

EasyTeach
ETM IP 68

30
Ø

1,5

14
3,5

15

5,
5

20

EasyMount

technical data Flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 5 mm

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0...10 mm

Electrical version 3 wire DC

Output function Normally open

type pNp kas-80-30eM/15-s-d30-Pa-Z02-etM-HP
art.-No. ka 1147
Operating voltage (UB) 10...35 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 0...200 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 2 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70°C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP68

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable 2 m PVC, 3 x 0.14 mm²

Housing material PA

accessory (delivered with the sensor) Teach magnet 

    chart:
LED / Output function
Yellow = A1
Green = A1

Adjustment “empty“

Initializing “full“

Test

Adjustment “full“
Initializing “empty“

Capacitive sensors

series 80 - pNp

Housing Ø 30 mm
Capacitive sensor for level control of liquids, very suitable for a measurement through  
non-metallic container walls. Special adaptation for bypass applications.
• Sensitivity adjustment with EasyTeach by magnet (ETM)
 Magnet delivered with the sensor
• Housing material: PA
• Various mounting possibilities (see accessories)
• Watertight
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EasyTeach EasyMount+
=

Capacitive sensors
 for level control of liquids
 for leakage detection

These small sensors have all that makes the handling and appli-
cation easy for the user.

the mounting is really simple. The sensor itself is featured with 
excellent technical characteristics and is very small in size. It can 
be mounted in various ways. It can be glued in the desired posi-
tion, fixed with a cable tie or it can be mounted with one of the 
holders from the range accessories. 

The sensitivity- or sensing distance adjustment is almost made by 
itself, thanks to the Easyteach function.
In the course of which it does not matter if the magnet is used or 
the version with EasyTeach by wire is the model of choice. The 
steps one has to pass through are easy and quick to complete, so 
the user does not lose time from looking after his core business.

With the use of the newest production technologies the com-
ponents of the sensors are embedded in the plastic body. They 
are watertight and operate wear-free. All sensors produced from 
RECHNER Sensors Germany are 100 % tested. The product 
marking is made with modern laser technology for everlasting 
identification and traceability.

For further information about Rechner Sensors feel free to contact 
us or visit our web site under www.rechner-sensors.com.

Laser product marking 
100 % tested

ip68
simply perfect

EasyMount

Measurement through 
non-metallic container 
walls
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EasyMount

3425

5,
5

5,5
25
34

8

High Performance

HP
Quattro   Protect™E CM ^

E CM ^Compliant
RoHS IP 68IP 68EasyTeach

ETM

    chart:
LED / Output function
Yellow = A1
Green = A1

technical data Flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 5 mm

Operating distance min. / max. programmable 0...10 mm

Electrical version 3 wire DC

Output function Normally open

type pNp kas-80-c30eM/8-s-34x34x8-Pa-Z02-etM-HP
art.-No. ka 1451
Operating voltage (UB) 10...35 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 0...200 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 2 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70°C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP68

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable 2 m PVC, 3 x 0.14 mm²

Housing material PA / PBT

Accessories (delivered with the sensor) Teach magnet 

Adjustment “empty“

Initializing “full“

Test

Adjustment “full“
Initializing “empty“

Capacitive sensors

series 80 - pNp

Housing 34 x 34 mm
Capacitive sensor for level control of liquids, very suitable for a measurement through  
non-metallic container walls. Special adaptation for bypass applications.
• Sensitivity adjustment with EasyTeach by magnet (ETM)
 Magnet delivered with the sensor
• Housing material: PA / PBT
• Easy to mount, by  screwing ,gluing or cable ties
• Watertight
• Flat housing - 8 mm
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EasyTeach EasyMount+
=

Capacitive sensors
 for level control of liquids
 for leakage detection

These small sensors have all that makes the handling and appli-
cation easy for the user.

the mounting is really simple. The sensor itself is featured with 
excellent technical characteristics and is very small in size. It can 
be mounted in various ways. It can be glued in the desired posi-
tion, fixed with a cable tie or it can be mounted with one of the 
holders from the range accessories. 

The sensitivity- or sensing distance adjustment is almost made by 
itself, thanks to the Easyteach function.
In the course of which it does not matter if the magnet is used or 
the version with EasyTeach by wire is the model of choice. The 
steps one has to pass through are easy and quick to complete, so 
the user does not lose time from looking after his core business.

With the use of the newest production technologies the com-
ponents of the sensors are embedded in the plastic body. They 
are watertight and operate wear-free. All sensors produced from 
RECHNER Sensors Germany are 100 % tested. The product 
marking is made with modern laser technology for everlasting 
identification and traceability.

For further information about Rechner Sensors feel free to contact 
us or visit our web site under www.rechner-sensors.com.

Laser product marking 
100 % tested

ip68
simply perfect

EasyMount

Measurement through 
non-metallic container 
walls
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25

25

34

34

5

High Performance

HP
Quattro   Protect™E CM ^

E CM ^Compliant
RoHS

EasyTeach
ETW IP 68IP 68

EasyMount
Capacitive sensors

series 80 - pNp

Housing 34 x 34 mm
Capacitive sensor for level control of liquids, very suitable for a measurement through  
non-metallic container walls. Special adaptation for bypass applications.
• Sensitivity adjustment with EasyTeach by wire (ETW)
• Housing material: PA / PBT
• Easy to mount, by  screwing or gluing
• Watertight
• Flat housing - 5 mm

    chart:
LED / Output function
Yellow = A1
Green = A1

technical data Flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 5 mm

Operating distance min. / max. programmable 0...10 mm

Electrical version 3 wire DC

Output function Normally open

type pNp kas-80-c30eM/5-s-34x34x5-Pa-Z02-etw-HP
art.-No. ka 8993
Operating voltage (UB) 10...35 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 0...200 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 2 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70°C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP68

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable 2 m PVC, 3 x 0.14 mm²

Housing material PA / PBT

Media optimized Yes

Adjustment “empty“

Initializing “full“

Test

Adjustment “full“
Initializing “empty“
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EasyTeach EasyMount+
=

Capacitive sensors
 for level control of liquids
 for leakage detection

These small sensors have all that makes the handling and appli-
cation easy for the user.

the mounting is really simple. The sensor itself is featured with 
excellent technical characteristics and is very small in size. It can 
be mounted in various ways. It can be glued in the desired posi-
tion, fixed with a cable tie or it can be mounted with one of the 
holders from the range accessories. 

The sensitivity- or sensing distance adjustment is almost made by 
itself, thanks to the Easyteach function.
In the course of which it does not matter if the magnet is used or 
the version with EasyTeach by wire is the model of choice. The 
steps one has to pass through are easy and quick to complete, so 
the user does not lose time from looking after his core business.

With the use of the newest production technologies the com-
ponents of the sensors are embedded in the plastic body. They 
are watertight and operate wear-free. All sensors produced from 
RECHNER Sensors Germany are 100 % tested. The product 
marking is made with modern laser technology for everlasting 
identification and traceability.

For further information about Rechner Sensors feel free to contact 
us or visit our web site under www.rechner-sensors.com.

Laser product marking 
100 % tested

ip68
simply perfect

EasyMount

Measurement through 
non-metallic container 
walls
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High Performance

HP
Quattro   Protect™E CM ^

E CM ^

EasyTeach
ETW

13

38
50

8
M

x1

4

PTFE
EC 1935/2004

conform

Stainless 
SteelCompliant

RoHS

Capacitive sensors
series 80 - pNp 

Housing M 8 x1 
• Capacitive sensor for level and position control
• Housing material: Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 (AISI 303)
•   Operating distance adjustable with EasyTeach by Wire
•   Optical guidance during the teach process with the aid of a 2-colour LED

    chart:
LED / Output function
Yellow = A1
Green = A1

technical data Flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 1,5 mm

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0,1...2,5 mm

Electrical version 3 wire DC

Output function Normally open

type pNp kas-80-a11-s-M8-PtFe/vab-Z02-etw-HP
art.-No. ka 1509
Operating voltage (UB) 10...35 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 0...250 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 50 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70°C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable 2 m PVC, 4 x 0.14 mm²

Housing material Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 / AISI 303

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)

accessories (delivered with the sensor) 2 nuts M 8 x 1

Adjustment “empty“

Initializing “full“

Test

Adjustment “full“
Initializing “empty“
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High Performance

HP
Quattro   Protect™E CM ^

E CM ^Compliant
RoHS

EasyTeach
ETW

13

4,9

37,9

44,9

5

38
50

8
M

x1

4

4

PTFE
EC 1935/2004

conform

Stainless 
Steel

    chart:
LED / Output function
Yellow = A1
Green = A1

Adjustment “empty“

Initializing “full“

Test

Adjustment “full“
Initializing “empty“

Capacitive sensors
series 80 - pNp 

Housing M 8 x1 
• Capacitive sensor for level and position control
• Housing material: Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 (AISI 303)
•   Operating distance adjustable with EasyTeach by Wire
•   Optical guidance during the teach process with the aid of a 2-colour LED

technical data Non-flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 2 mm

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0,1...4 mm

Electrical version 3 wire DC

Output function Normally open

type pNp kas-80-a21-s-M8-PtFe/vab-Z02-etw-HP
art.-No. ka 1542
Operating voltage (UB) 10...35 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 0...250 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 50 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70°C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable 2 m PVC, 4 x 0.14 mm²

Housing material Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 / AISI 303

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)

accessories (delivered with the sensor) 2 nuts M 8 x 1
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High Performance

HP
Quattro   Protect™E CM ^

E CM ^Compliant
RoHS

EasyTeach
ETW

13
45

38
50

PEEK
EC 1935/2004

conform

    chart:
LED / Output function
Yellow = A1
Green = A1

Adjustment “empty“

Initializing “full“

Test

Adjustment “full“
Initializing “empty“

Capacitive sensors
series 80 - pNp 

Housing M 8 x1 
• Capacitive sensor for level and position control
• Housing material: PEEK
•   Operating distance adjustable with EasyTeach by Wire
•   Optical guidance during the teach process with the aid of a 2-colour LED

technical data Non-flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 2 mm

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0,1...5 mm

Electrical version 3 wire DC

Output function Normally open

type pNp kas-80-a21-s-M8-Peek-Z02-etw-HP
art.-No. ka 1543
Operating voltage (UB) 10...35 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 0...250 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 50 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70°C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable 2 m PVC, 4 x 0.14 mm²

Housing material PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Active surface PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)

accessories (delivered with the sensor) 2 nuts M 8 x 1
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GR / 5        Teach

BR / 1
WH / 2

BK / 4
BU / 3

Compliant
RoHS

High Performance

HP
Analogue

70

30
Ø

For Food

High chemical
resistance

EasyTeachchart:

PTFE
EC 1935/2004

conform

capacitive sensors with analogue output
series 80 - pNp

Current output 20...4 ma
voltage output  10...0 v

Housing Ø 30 mm
• Housing material: PTFE
• Operating range 0...30 mm
• Current and voltage output in the same sensor
•   Adjustable with EasyTeach push button (ETB) / EasyTeach by Wire (ETW)
•   Optical guidance during the teach process with the aid of a 2-colour LED

* With sealed potentiometer screw ** Where applicable

technical data Flush mountable

Operating range 0...30 mm

Linear range 0...20 mm

Electrical version 4-wire   DC

Output function Analogue

type analogue kas-80-30-il20/ul10-d30-ptfE-y10-Et-hp
art. No. ka 1570
Operating voltage (UB) 15...30 V DC

Output signal 20...4 mA, 10...0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 5 %

No-load current (Io) ≤ 40 mA

Operating current active surface free ≥ 20 mA

Operating current active surface covered ≤ 4 mA

Load resistor (RL) 0...600 Ω

Permitted ambient temperature 0...+70 °C

LED-display Yellow / green

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67*

Norm EN 60947-5-2, EN 60947-5-7**

Connection Flange connector M 12 x 1 (A-coded)

Housing material PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PA / PPO

Adjustment “empty“ (8 sec.)

Adjustment “full“ (20 sec.)

Test (30 sec.)
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GR / 5        Teach

BR / 1
WH / 2

BK / 4
BU / 3

EasyTeachchart:

Compliant
RoHS

High Performance

HP
Analogue For Food

High chemical
resistance

25
,5

ØG
1"

68
93
105
113

36
S
W 40
Ø

capacitive sensors with analogue output
series 80 - pNp

operating current 4...20 ma
voltage output  0...10 v

Housing G 1"
• Housing material: PTFE
• Operating range 0...30 mm
• Current and voltage output in the same sensor
•   Adjustable with EasyTeach push button (ETB) / EasyTeach by Wire (ETW)
•   Optical guidance during the teach process with the aid of a 2-colour LED

* With sealed potentiometer screw ** Where applicable

technical data Flush mountable

Operating range 0...30 mm

Linear range 0...20 mm

Electrical version 4-wire   DC

Output function Analogue

type analogue kas-80-26/113-iL4/uL0-G1-PtFe-Z02-et-HP
art. No. ka 1563
Operating voltage (UB) 15...30 V DC

Output signal 4...20 mA, 0...10 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 5 %

No-load current (Io) ≤ 40 mA

Operating current active surface free ≤ 4 mA

Operating current active surface covered ≥ 20 mA

Load resistor (RL) 0...600 Ω

Permitted ambient temperature 0...+70 °C

LED-display Yellow / green

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67*

Norm EN 60947-5-2, EN 60947-5-7**

Connection cable 2 m, PVC, 5 x 0.34 mm²

Housing material PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PA / PPO

accessories (not delivered with the sensor): For varivent adapter, triclamp adapter and 
welding socket please see our selection of accessories.

Capacitive Sensors S26 with hemis- 
pherical active surface for level 
control of products with a dielectric 
constant εr from 1,1. Products can be:

• Bulk material, like plastic granules, 
powder, cereals, etc.

• Liquids, like water, juice, wine, oil, 
chemicals or pharmaceutical solutions 
and much more.

• Pastes in the food, pharmaceutical 
and cosmetics industry

Adjustment “empty“ (8 sec.)

Adjustment “full“ (20 sec.)

Test (30 sec.)
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Compliant
RoHS

Quattro   Protect™E CM ^

E CM ^

High Performance

HP

17

81
69

12
M

x1

4

PTFE
EC 1935/2004

conform

Stainless 
Steel

DMT 01 ATEX E 157 IECEx BVS 07.0015

      II 2 G Ex mb IIC T4 Gb Ex mb IIC T4 Gb

      II 1/2 D Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db

Capacitive sensors
series 80 - PnP - stex - ateX

Housing M 12 x 1
• For use in areas with the risk of dust explosion, zone 20
• For use in areas with the risk of gas explosion, zone 1
• Housing material: Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 / AISI 303
• Sensing distance 0...6 mm adjustable

* With sealed potentiometer screw

technical data Flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 2 mm

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0...6 mm

Electrical version 4-wire   DC

Output function Antivalent

type pNp current kas-80-a12-a-M12-PtFe/vab-Z02-1-2G-1/2d
type pNp kas-80-a12-a-stEx
art.-No. ka 1564
Operating voltage (UB) 10...30 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...150 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 50 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -20...+70 °C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67*

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable 3 m, PVC, 5 x 0.14 mm²

Housing material Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 / AISI 303

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)

Media optimized Yes

accessories (delivered with the sensor) 2 nuts M 12 x 1
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178

69

81

4

12
M

x1

Compliant
RoHS

Quattro   Protect™E CM ^

E CM ^

High Performance

HP PTFE
EC 1935/2004

conform

Stainless 
Steel

DMT 01 ATEX E 157 IECEx BVS 07.0015

      II 2 G Ex mb IIC T4 Gb Ex mb IIC T4 Gb

      II 1/2 D Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db

Capacitive sensors
series 80 - PnP - stex - ateX

Housing M 12 x 1
• For use in areas with the risk of dust explosion, zone 20
• For use in areas with the risk of gas explosion, zone 1
• Housing material: Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 / AISI 303
• Sensing distance 0,5...10 mm adjustable

* With sealed potentiometer screw

technical data Non-flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 4 mm

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0.5...10 mm

Electrical version 4-wire   DC

Output function Antivalent

type pNp current kas-80-a22-a-M12-PtFe/vab-Z02-1-2G-1/2d
type pNp kas-80-a22-a-stEx
art.-No. ka 1565
Operating voltage (UB) 10...30 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...150 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 50 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -20...+70 °C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67*

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable 3 m, PVC, 5 x 0.14 mm²

Housing material Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 / AISI 303

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)

Media optimized Yes

accessories (delivered with the sensor) 2 nuts M 12 x 1
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High Performance

HP PTFE
EC 1935/2004

conform

Stainless 
Steel

DMT 01 ATEX E 157 IECEx BVS 07.0015

      II 2 G Ex mb IIC T4 Gb Ex mb IIC T4 Gb

      II 1/2 D Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db

Capacitive sensors
series 80 - PnP - stex - ateX

Housing M 18 x 1
• For use in areas with the risk of dust explosion, zone 20
• For use in areas with the risk of gas explosion, zone 1
• Housing material: Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 / AISI 303
• Sensing distance 0.5…10 mm adjustable

* With sealed potentiometer screw

technical data Flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 5 mm

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0.5...10 mm

Electrical version 4-wire   DC

Output function Antivalent

type pNp current kas-80-a13-a-M18-PtFe/vab-Z02-1-HP-2G-1/2d
type pNp kas-80-a13-a-stEx
art.-No. ka 1502
Operating voltage (UB) 10...30 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...150 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 50 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70 °C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67*

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection 3 m, PVC, 5 x 0.14 mm²

Housing material Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 / AISI 303

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)

Media optimized Yes

accessories (delivered with the sensor) 2 nuts M 18 x 1
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HP PTFE
EC 1935/2004
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Stainless 
Steel

DMT 01 ATEX E 157 IECEx BVS 07.0015

      II 2 G Ex mb IIC T4 Gb Ex mb IIC T4 Gb

      II 1/2 D Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db

Capacitive sensors
series 80 - PnP - stex - ateX

Housing M 18 x 1
• For use in areas with the risk of dust explosion, zone 20
• For use in areas with the risk of gas explosion, zone 1
• Housing material: Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 / AISI 303
• Sensing distance 0,5…15 mm adjustable

* With sealed potentiometer screw

technical data Non-flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 8 mm

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0.5...15 mm

Electrical version 4-wire   DC

Output function Antivalent

type pNp current kas-80-a23-a-M18-PtFe/vab-Z02-1-HP-2G-1/2d
type pNp kas-80-a23-a-stEx
art.-No. ka 1503
Operating voltage (UB) 10...30 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...150 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 25 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -20...+70 °C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67*

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable 3 m, PVC, 5 x 0.14 mm²

Housing material Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 / AISI 303

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)

Media optimized Yes

accessories (delivered with the sensor) 2 nuts M 18 x 1
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HP PEEK
EC 1935/2004

conform For Food

High chemical
resistance EHEDG
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DMT 01 ATEX E 157 IECEx BVS 07.0015

      II 2 G Ex mb IIC T4 Gb Ex mb IIC T4 Gb

      II 1/2 D Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db

Capacitive sensors - s26
series 80 - pNp

Process connection: G 1/2“
• Housing material: PEEK
• For use in areas with the risk of dust explosion, zone 20
• For use in areas with the risk of gas explosion, zone 1
• Special version with flange. Sealing can be made with
 a gasket or PTFE-tape (not delivered with the sensor)

technical data Non-flush mountable

Level sensor, in contact with the product Medium dependent adjustable

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0...10 mm

Electrical version 4-wire   DC

Output function Antivalent

type pNp current kas-80-26/159-a-G1/2-Peek-Z02-1-HP-2G-1/2d
type pNp kas-80-26-a-k-160-g1/2”-pEEk-stEx
art.-No. ka 1409
Operating voltage (UB) 10...30 V DC

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...150 mA

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 2 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70 °C / CIP 121° C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67*

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable 2 m, PVC, 4 x 0.34 mm²

Housing material PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Active surface PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)

Media optimized Yes

accessories (not delivered with the sensor): Varivent Adapter, Welding Socket please see 
our selection of accessories.

* With sealed potentiometer screw

Capacitive Sensors S26 with hemis-
pherical active surface for level 
control of products with a dielectric 
constant εr from 1,1. Products can be:

• Bulk material, like plastic granules, 
powder, cereals, etc.

• Liquids, like water, juice, wine, oil, 
chemicals or pharmaceutical solutions 
and much more.

• Pastes in the food, pharmaceutical 
and cosmetics industry

advantages:

• EHEDG conform

• Measurement is independent of 
the mounting position

• Permitted pressure on the active 
area: 10 bar

• Process connection G 1/2“ 
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Compliant
RoHS

High Performance

HP
For Food

High chemical
resistancePEEK

EC 1935/2004

conform

CIP
SIP

EHEDG
conform

Stainless 
Steel

technical data Non-flush mountable

Level sensor, in contact with the product Medium dependent adjustable

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0.5...15 mm

Electrical version 4-wire   DC

Output function Antivalent

type pNp current kas-80-a23-a-G1/2-Peek/vab-Z03-1-2G-1/2d
type pNp kas-80-a23-a-stEx
art.-No. ka 2000
Operating voltage (UB) 10...30 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 0...150 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 50 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70 °C / CIP 121 °C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67*

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable 3 m, PVC, 5 x 0.14 mm²

Housing material Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 / AISI 303

Active surface PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)

Media optimized) Yes

accessories (not delivered with the sensor): Varivent Adapter art.No. 196395, Welding Socket 
art.No. 196394 and matching connectors please see our selection of accessories.

                        - Capacitive sensors- stex - ateX

Model G 1/2“
For level control of liquids, bulk material or pastes Ideal for level control in the Food Industry 
or Pharmaceutical Industry

• For use in areas with the risk of dust explosion, zone 20
• For use in areas with the risk of gas explosion, zone 1
• Housing material: Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 (AISI 303)
• Welding sockets and Varivent adapter available for EHEDG conform mounting.

* With sealed potentiometer screw

Capacitive Sensors for level control 
of products with a dielectric constant 
εr from 1,1. Products can be:

• Bulk materials, such as grain, 
sugar, granulates.

• Liquids, oil, chemicals or pharma-
ceutical solutions and much more.

highlights:

• EHEDG conform

• Measurement is independent of 
 the mounting position
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EasyTeach
ETW

Extra 
Smart

It could not be easier.
The user mounts the sensor, makes the electrical connection and the
adjustment by means of the teach wire and the sensor is ready for use.

No additional teach equipment necessary.

Optical guidance during the teach process with the aid of a LED:
• standby • teach process • switching state

Art.-Nr. 196394 
Welding socket

Art.-Nr. 190757
Tri-Clamp 

Art.-Nr. 196395
Varivent N DN 50

When the sensor is mounted with our adapters: welding socket or the process adapter Varivent N DN 50 a hygienic, 
EHEDG conforming process connection will be achieved.

directive (EC) 1935/2004

The traceability of the used sensor body 
material according to the directive (EC) 
1935/2004 is confirmed by RECHNER with 
a conformity declaration, that is provided 
on the website as download document un-
der certificates.

This capacitive sensor is designed for the level control of bulk materials, liquids and pastes
dielectric constant (DC) εr of 1,1. This sensor is a classic capacitive sensor that reliably detects
all kind of materials. Capacitive sensors help to control the level in dosing systems, storage container or
prevent the pump for dry running. For product that are high conductive and adhesive we recommend the
models of  the KS-801-... series. 

The material to detect could be bulk material, such as, metal powder, plastic powder, granules, spices, dryed herbs, coffee, sugar, 
cocoa, tabled powder liquids could be for instance, oil, milk products or juice.

Not for
ateX yet
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High Performance

HP PEEK
EC 1935/2004

conform For Food

High chemical
resistance
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DMT 01 ATEX E 157 IECEx BVS 07.0015

      II 2 G Ex mb IIC T4 Gb Ex mb IIC T4 Gb

      II 1/2 D Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db

Capacitive sensors - s26
series 80 - pNp

Process connection: G 1/2“
• Housing material: PEEK
• For use in areas with the risk of dust explosion, zone 20
• For use in areas with the risk of gas explosion, zone 1
• SIP / CIP 121 °C
• Special version with flange. Sealing can be made with
 a gasket or PTFE-tape (not delivered with the sensor)

technical data Non-flush mountable

Level sensor, in contact with the product Medium dependent adjustable

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0...10 mm

Electrical version 4-wire   DC

Output function Antivalent

type pNp current kas-80-26/109-a-G1/2-Peek-Z02-1-HP-2G-1/2d
type pNp kas-80-26-a-k-g1/2“-pEEk-stEx
art.-No. ka 1426
Operating voltage (UB) 10...30 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...150 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 2 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70 °C / CIP 121° C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67*

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable 2 m, PVC, 4 x 0.5 mm²

Housing material PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Active surface PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)

Media optimized Yes

accessories (not delivered with the sensor): For varivent adapter, triclamp adapter, welding 
socket and matching connectors please see our selection of accessories.

* With sealed potentiometer screw

Capacitive Sensors S26 with hemis-
pherical active surface for level 
control of products with a dielectric 
constant εr from 1,1. Products can be:

• Bulk material, like plastic granules, 
powder, cereals, etc.

• Liquids, like water, juice, wine, oil, 
chemicals or pharmaceutical solutions 
and much more.

• Pastes in the food, pharmaceutical 
and cosmetics industry
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HP PEEK
EC 1935/2004
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DMT 03 ATEX E 048 IECEx BVS 07.0031

      II 1G Ex ia IIC T1-T6 Ga Ex ia IIC T1-T6 Ga

      II 1D Ex ia IIIC T101°C Da Ex ia IIIC T101°C Da

Capacitive sensors - s26
series 40 - Namur EN 60947-5-6 - stex - ateX

Process connection: G 1/2“
• For use in areas with the risk of gas explosion, zone 0
• For use in areas with the risk of dust explosion, zone 20
• Housing material: PEEK

technical data Non-flush mountable

Level sensor, in contact with the product Medium dependent adjustable

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0...10 mm

Electrical version 2-wire   DC

Output function NAMUR EN 60947-5-6

type current kas-40-26/104-n-G1/2-Peek-Z02-1-HP-1G-1d
type kas-40-26-N-k-g1/2”-pEEk-stEx
art.-No. ka 1514
Operating voltage (UB) 5 - 15 V DC, Ui = 15 V DC

Operating current active surface free < typ 1.5 mA

Operating current active surface covered > typ. 2.5 mA

Self-inductance (L) 0.2 mH

Self-capacitance (C) 250 nF

Permitted residual ripple max. 5 %

Frequency of operating cycles max. 50 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -20...+70 °C

LED-display Yellow

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67*

Connection cable 2 m, PVC, 2 x 0.14 mm²

Housing material PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Active surface PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)

Media optimized Yes

accessory: Varivent Adapter, Welding Socket (Please see our range of accessories, not 
delivered with the sensor).

Capacitive Sensors S26 with hemis-
pherical active surface for level 
control of products with a dielectric 
constant εr from 1,1. Products can be:

• Bulk material, like plastic granules, 
powder, cereals, etc.

• Liquids, like water, juice, wine, oil, 
chemicals or pharmaceutical solutions 
and much more.

• Pastes in the food, pharmaceutical 
and cosmetics industry

* With sealed potentiometer screw
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DMT 03 ATEX E 048 IECEx BVS 07.0031

      II 1G Ex ia IIC T1-T6 Ga Ex ia IIC T1-T6 Ga

      II 1D Ex ia IIIC T101°C Da Ex ia IIIC T101°C Da

Capacitive sensors
series 40 - naMur en 60947-5-6 - stex - ateX

Housing M 12 x 1
• For use in areas with the risk of gas explosion, zone 0
• For use in areas with the risk of dust explosion, zone 20
• Housing material: PEEK
• Sensing distance 1...4 mm adjustable

* With sealed potentiometer screw

technical data Flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 2 mm

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 1...4 mm

Electrical version 2-wire   DC

Output function NAMUR EN 60947-5-6

type current kas-40-a12-n-M12-Peek-Z02-1-HP-1G-1d
type kas-40-a12-N-k-pEEk-stEx
art. No. ka 1440
Operating voltage (UB) 5 - 15 V DC, Ui = 15 V DC

Operating current active surface free < typ 1.5 mA

Operating current active surface covered > typ. 2.5 mA

Self-inductance (L) 0.2 mH

Self-capacitance (C) 250 nF

Permitted residual ripple max. 5 %

Frequency of operating cycles max. 50 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -20...+70 °C

LED-display Yellow

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67*

Connection cable 2 m, PVC, 2 x 0.14 mm²

Housing material PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Active surface PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)

accessories (delivered with the sensor) 2 nuts M 12 x 1

Matching Ex barriers can be 
offered on request.
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resistance
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DMT 03 ATEX E 048 IECEx BVS 07.0031

      II 1G Ex ia IIC T1-T6 Ga Ex ia IIC T1-T6 Ga

      II 1D Ex ia IIIC T101°C Da Ex ia IIIC T101°C Da

Capacitive sensors
serie 40 - naMur en 60947-5-6 - stex - ateX 

Housing M 12 x 1
• For use in areas with the risk of gas explosion, zone 0
• For use in areas with the risk of dust explosion, zone 20
• Housing material: PEEK
• Sensing distance 1...6 mm adjustable

*With sealed potentiometer screw

technical data Non-flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 4 mm

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 1...6 mm

Electrical version 2-wire   DC

Output function NAMUR EN 60947-5-6

type current kas-40-a22-n-M12-Peek-Z02-1-HP-1G-1d
type kas-40-a22-N-k-pEEk-stEx
art. No. ka 1442
Operating voltage (UB) 5 - 15 V DC, Ui = 15 V DC

Operating current active surface free < typ 1.5 mA

Operating current active surface covered > typ. 2.5 mA

Self-inductance (L) 0.2 mH

Self-capacitance (C) 250 nF

Permitted residual ripple max. 5 %

Frequency of operating cycles max. 50 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -20...+70 °C

LED-display Yellow

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67*

Connection cable 2 m, PUR, 2 x 0.14 mm²

Housing material PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Active surface PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)

accessories (delivered with the sensor) 2 nuts M 12 x 1

Matching Ex barriers can be 
offered on request.
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DMT 03 ATEX E 048 IECEx BVS 07.0031

      II 1G Ex ia IIC T1-T6 Ga Ex ia IIC T1-T6 Ga

      II 1D Ex ia IIIC T101°C Da Ex ia IIIC T101°C Da

capacitive sensors with analogue output
series 40 - naMur en 60947-5-6 - stex - ateX

Current output 20...4 ma

Housing M 30 x 1.5
• For use in areas with the risk of gas explosion, zone 0
• For use in areas with the risk of dust explosion, zone 20
• Housing material: Brass
• Operating range 0...24 mm

* With sealed potentiometer screw

technical data Flush mountable

Operating range 0...24 mm

Linear range 2....20 mm

Electrical version 2-wire   DC

Output function Analogue

type analogue current kas-40-a14-iL20-M30-PtFe/Ms-Z02-1-HP-1G-1d
type analogue kas-40-a14-il20-stEx
art. No. ka 1394
Operating voltage (UB) 15...35 V DC, Ui = 27 V DC

Power consumption active surface free ≥ 20 mA

Power consumption active surface covered ≤ 4 mA

Load resistor (RL) 0...500 Ω

Self-inductance (L) 0.2 mH

Self-capacitance (C) 89 nF

Permitted residual ripple max. 5 %

Frequency of operating cycles max. 50 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature 0...+70 °C

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67*

Norm EN 60947-5-6

Connection cable 2 m, PUR, 2 x 0.75 mm²

Housing material Brass

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)

accessories (delivered with the sensor) 2 nuts M 30 x 1,5
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Capacitive sensors
series leak

Housing Ø 50 mm
• Leakage control of liquids in clean room / Alarm for containers and pipelines
• Mounting in „drip trays“ of plastic, glass or metal
• Housing material: PTFE
• Semiconductor Industry, Chemical Industry
• Mount and Go
• Autoadjustment Function

technical data Flush mountable

Switching point 4.5 mm

Electrical version 4-wire   DC

Output function Antivalent

type pNp kas-80-39/23-a-d50-PtFe-Z02-MaG-Leak
art.-No. ka 9030
Operating voltage (UB) 10...35 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 0...250 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70°C

LED-display Green / red

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 529 IP 67

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable 2 m, FEP, screened, 4 x 0.14 mm

Housing material PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)
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DMT 03 ATEX E 048 IECEx BVS 07.0031

      II 1G Ex ia IIC T1-T6 Ga Ex ia IIC T1-T6 Ga

Capacitive sensors
series Leak - ateX

Housing Ø 50 mm
• For use in areas with the risk of gas explosion, zone 0
• Leakage control in clean room / Alarm for containers and pipelines. 
 Mounting in „drip trays“ of plastic, glass or metal
• Housing material: PTFE
• Semiconductor Industry, Chemical Industry

technical data Flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 4.5 mm

Electrical version 2-wire   DC

Output function NAMUR DIN 60947-5-6

type current kas-40-39/23-n-d50-PtFe-Z02-1-Leak-1G
type kas-40-lEak-d50-ptfE-N
art.-No. ka 9037
Operating voltage (UB) 5 - 15 V DC, Ui = 15 V DC

Output current active surface free < typ. 1.5 mA

Output current active surface covered > typ. 2.5 mA

Self-inductance (L) 0.2 mH

Self-capacitance (C) 250 nF

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Permitted ambient temperature Clean room conditions

LED-display Red

Degree of protection IEC 529 IP 67*

Connection cable 2 m, screened, 3 x 0.14 mm

Housing material PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

* With sealed potentiometer screw
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Capacitive sensors
series leak

Housing Ø 38 mm
• Leakage control of liquids in clean room / Alarm for containers and pipelines 
 Mounting in „drip trays“ of plastic, glass or metal
• Housing material: PTFE
• Semiconductor Industry, Chemical Industry
• Mount and Go
• Autoadjustment Function

technical data Flush mountable

Switching point 3.5 mm

Electrical version 4-wire   DC

Output function Antivalent

type pNp kas-80-39/23-a-d38-PtFe-Z02-MaG-Leak
art.-No. ka 9952
Operating voltage (UB) 10...35 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 0...250 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70°C

LED-display Green / red

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 529 IP 67

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable 2 m, FEP, screened, 4 x 0.14 mm

Housing material PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

accessories (delivered with the sensor) PVC-holder
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     Capacitive sensors
     series 80 - pNp

Housing G1/2“ 
• Housing material: LCP
• SIP / CIP 121° C
• Special version with flange. Sealing can be made with
 a gasket or PTFE-tape (not delivered with the sensor)
• Leakage control 
• Overfill prevention

technical data Non-flush mountable

Level sensor, in contact with the product Medium dependent adjustable

Sensitivity Typ. εr 2...80

Electrical version 4-wire   DC

Output function Antivalent

type pNp kas-80-P50-a-G1/2-LcP-Z02-1-HP
art.-No. ka 1237
Operating voltage (UB) 10...35 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...200 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 2 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70 °C /  CIP 121° C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67*

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable 2 m, PVC, 4 x 0.34 mm²

Housing material LCP (FDA 21 CFR 176.170(c))

Active surface LCP (FDA 21 CFR 176.170(c))

Lid PA

Media optimized Yes

accessories (not delivered with the sensor): Varivent Adapter art.No. 196395, Welding Socket 
art.No. 196394 please see our selection of accessories.

This capacitive level sensor is pre-
adjusted for the detection of bulk 
materials with a dielectric constant εr 
from 2 to 80. 

This fully electronic Paddle Sensor has 
no moving parts and is not subject to 
wear or tear and thus there is no down 
time due to false detections caused by 
material build-up.

advantages smartPADDLE:

•  Sensitivity is pre-adjusted

• Measurement is independent of the 
 mounting position

• Permitted pressure on the active  
 area: 10 bar

• Process connection G 1/2”

* With sealed potentiometer screw
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SMARTPADDLESMARTPADDLE

tm

Level Measurement in a new dimension:

The fully electronic paddle sensor.
This capacitive level sensor is designed for the level 
control of bulk materials and liquids with a dielectric 
constant (DC) of εr 2 to 80. It is media optimised and 
pre-adjusted, so that it can cover this large DC spec-
trum. An adjustment for the product to be detected sim-
ply is not necessary.

It cannot be easier.

The user mounts the sensor, makes the electrical connec-
tion and the sensor is ready for use.

The smartpaddlE has no moving parts and is there-
fore not subject to wear or tear. It is ideal for applica-
tions where traditionally Rotary Switches, Vibrating 
Forks or Mechanical Switches are being used.

The advantages are obvious: easy installation, reliable 
level control and at the same time solving the well-
known issues of mechanical systems being used today. 
No more down time due to false detections caused by 
material build-up, getting stuck between vibrating forks 
or around rotary switches, etc.

A variant with Easy Teach by Wire is an option for prod-
ucts where the dielectric constant is outside of the pre-
set range.

The sensor‘s housing material, LCP, is very robust and 
also suitable for contact with food products.

The sensor has a G 1/2 inch process connection which 
can be used with a large range of accessories like 
welding brackets or „Varivent N DN 50“ flanges that are 
offered by Rechner.

rEChNEr sENsors is your specialist for level 
control!
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* With sealed potentiometer screw

technical data Non-flush mountable

Level sensor, in contact with the product Medium dependent adjustable

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 2...20 mm

Electrical version 5-wire   AC / DC

Output Relay, 1 CO

type kas-95-a24-1co-M30-PBt-Z02-1-HP
art.-No. ka 0800
Operating voltage (UB) 20...250 V AC / DC

Load max. AC (I, U) 2 A, 250 V

Load max. DC (I, U, P) 2 A, 220 V, 60 W

No-load current (Io) 2.1 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 2 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70 °C

LED-display Yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67*

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable 2 m, PVC, 5 x 0.34 mm²

Housing material PBT

Active surface PBT

Lid PA / PPO

accessories (supplied with the sensor): 2 nuts M 30 x 1.5

accessories (not supplied with the sensor): Control tube and sensor holder please see our selection of accessories.

Capacitive sensors
series 95 - aC / dC

Housing M 30 x 1.5
• Housing material: PBT
• Sensing distance 2...20 mm adjustable
• Potential-free change-over contact
• Leakage control 
• Overfill prevention
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Capacitive sensors - s26 
series 80 - pNp

Type of construction G 1“
• Housing material: PTFE
• Overfill prevention
• Leakage control 

technical data Non-flush mountable

Level sensor, in contact with the product Medium dependent adjustable

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0...20 mm

Electrical version 4-wire   DC

Output function Antivalent

type pNp kas-80-26/113-a-G1-PtFe-Z02-1-HP
art.-No. 813 100
Operating voltage (UB) 10...35 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...250 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 50 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70 °C / CIP 121 °C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67*

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable 2 m, PVC, 4 x 0.5 mm²

Housing material PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PA

Media optimized Yes

accessories (not delivered with the sensor): For varivent adapter, triclamp adapter and 
welding socket please see our selection of accessories.

* With sealed potentiometer screw

Capacitive Sensors S26 with hemis- 
pherical active surface for level 
control of products with a dielectric 
constant εr from 1,1. Products can be:

• Bulk material, like plastic granules, 
powder, cereals, etc.

• Liquids, like water, juice, wine, oil, 
chemicals or pharmaceutical solutions 
and much more.

• Pastes in the food, pharmaceutical 
and cosmetics industry
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Capacitive sensors
series leak

Housing Ø 38 mm
• Leakage control in clean room / Alarm for containers and pipelines 
• Mounting in „drip trays“ of plastic, glass or metal
• Housing material: PTFE
• Semiconductor Industry, Chemical Industry

technical data Flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 2 mm

Electrical version 3-wire   DC

Output function Normally closed

type pNp kas-80-39/23-Ö-d38-PtFe-Z02-1-Leak
art.-No. ka 1484
Operating voltage (UB) 10...35 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Operating current (Ie) 0...250 mA

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Permitted ambient temperature Clean room conditions

LED-display Green / red

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67*

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable 2 m, FEP, screened, 3 x 0.14 mm

Housing material PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

* With sealed potentiometer screw
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Capacitive sensors - s26 
series 80 - pNp -

Type of construction G 1”
• Housing material: PEEK
• With flange connector M 12 x 1
•   Operating distance adjustable with EasyTeach by Wire
•   Optical guidance during the teach process with the aid of a 2-colour LED

technical data Non-flush mountable

Level sensor, in contact with the product Medium dependent adjustable

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0...20 mm

Electrical version 4 - pin   DC

Output function Antivalent

type pNp kas-80-26/113-a-g1-pEEk-iol-y10-Etw-hp
art.-No. ka 1533
Operating voltage (UB) 10...35 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...250 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles, standard 7 Hz

Frequency of operating cycles,
adjustable with IO-Link 2...40 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70 °C / CIP 121 °C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection Flange connector M 12 x 1 (A-coded)

Housing material PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Active surface PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Lid PA / PPO

Media optimized Yes

accessories (not delivered with the sensor): For varivent adapter, triclamp adapter, welding 
socket and matching connectors please see our selection of accessories.

LED / Output function
Yellow =  A1     Green = A2

Adjustment “empty“

Initializing “full“

Factory reset
Test

Adjustment “full“
Initializing “empty“

Capacitive Sensors S26 with hemis- 
pherical active surface for level 
control of products with a dielectric 
constant εr from 1,1. Products can be:

• Bulk material, like plastic granules, 
powder, cereals, etc.

• Liquids, like water, juice, wine, oil, 
chemicals or pharmaceutical solutions 
and much more.

• Pastes in the food, pharmaceutical 
and cosmetics industry

io-liNk - iNtErfaCE
 Device ID: 1d/000001h
 Vendor ID: 1129d/0469h
 Baudrate: COM 3 (230.4 kbaud)
 Revision: 1.1
 Profiles: Smart Sensor
 SIO mode: yes
 Port Class: A
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Capacitive sensors - s26 
series 80 - pNp -

Type of construction G 1”
• Housing material: PTFE
• With flange connector M 12 x 1
•   Operating distance adjustable with EasyTeach by Wire
•   Optical guidance during the teach process with the aid of a 2-colour LED

technical data Non-flush mountable

Level sensor, in contact with the product Medium dependent adjustable

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0...20 mm

Electrical version 4 - pin   DC

Output function Antivalent

type pNp kas-80-26/113-a-g1-ptfE-100C-iol-y10-
Etw-hp

art.-No. ka 1591
Operating voltage (UB) 10...35 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...250 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles, standard 7 Hz

Frequency of operating cycles,
adjustable with IO-Link 2...40 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+100 °C / CIP 121 °C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection Flange connector M 12 x 1 (A-coded)

Housing material PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PA / PPO

Media optimized Yes

accessories (not delivered with the sensor): For varivent adapter, triclamp adapter, welding 
socket and matching connectors please see our selection of accessories.

Capacitive Sensors S26 with hemis- 
pherical active surface for level 
control of products with a dielectric 
constant εr from 1,1. Products can be:

• Bulk material, like plastic granules, 
powder, cereals, etc.

• Liquids, like water, juice, wine, oil, 
chemicals or pharmaceutical solutions 
and much more.

• Pastes in the food, pharmaceutical 
and cosmetics industry

io-liNk - iNtErfaCE
 Device ID: 1d/000001h
 Vendor ID: 1129d/0469h
 Baudrate: COM 3 (230.4 kbaud)
 Revision: 1.1
 Profiles: Smart Sensor
 SIO mode: yes
 Port Class: A

LED / Output function
Yellow =  A1     Green = A2

Adjustment “empty“

Initializing “full“

Factory reset
Test

Adjustment “full“
Initializing “empty“
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Capacitive sensors - s26 
series 80 - pNp -

Type of construction G 1”
• Housing material: PTFE
• With flange connector M 12 x 1
•   Operating distance adjustable with EasyTeach by Wire
•   Optical guidance during the teach process with the aid of a 2-colour LED

technical data Non-flush mountable

Level sensor, in contact with the product Medium dependent adjustable

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0...20 mm

Electrical version 4 - pin   DC

Output function Antivalent

type pNp kas-80-26/200-a-g1-ptfE-100C-iol-y10-Etw-hp
art.-No. ka 1589
Operating voltage (UB) 10...35 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...250 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles, standard 7 Hz

Frequency of operating cycles,
adjustable with IO-Link 2...40 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+100 °C / CIP 121 °C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection Flange connector M 12 x 1 (A-coded)

Housing material PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PA / PPO

Media optimized Yes

accessories (not delivered with the sensor): For varivent adapter, triclamp adapter, welding 
socket and matching connectors please see our selection of accessories.

Capacitive Sensors S26 with hemis- 
pherical active surface for level 
control of products with a dielectric 
constant εr from 1,1. Products can be:

• Bulk material, like plastic granules, 
powder, cereals, etc.

• Liquids, like water, juice, wine, oil, 
chemicals or pharmaceutical solutions 
and much more.

• Pastes in the food, pharmaceutical 
and cosmetics industry

io-liNk - iNtErfaCE
 Device ID: 1d/000001h
 Vendor ID: 1129d/0469h
 Baudrate: COM 3 (230.4 kbaud)
 Revision: 1.1
 Profiles: Smart Sensor
 SIO mode: yes
 Port Class: A

LED / Output function
Yellow =  A1     Green = A2

Adjustment “empty“

Initializing “full“

Factory reset
Test

Adjustment “full“
Initializing “empty“
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Compliant
RoHS

High Performance

HP PTFE
EC 1935/2004

conformEasyTeach
ETW CIP

SIPFor Food

100°C
212°F

High Temperature

C/Q
DO

TEACH

EasyTeachchart:
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Capacitive sensors - s26 
series 80 - pNp -

Type of construction Triclamp DN 25
• Housing material: PTFE
• With flange connector M 12 x 1
•   Operating distance adjustable with EasyTeach by Wire
•   Optical guidance during the teach process with the aid of a 2-colour LED

technical data Non-flush mountable

Level sensor, in contact with the product Medium dependent adjustable

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0...20 mm

Electrical version 4 - pin   DC

Output function Antivalent

type pNp kas-80-26/113-a-tri-ptfE-100C-iol-y10-
Etw-hp

art.-No. ka 1590
Operating voltage (UB) 10...35 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...250 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles, standard 7 Hz

Frequency of operating cycles,
adjustable with IO-Link 2...40 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+100 °C / CIP 121 °C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection Flange connector M 12 x 1 (A-coded)

Housing material PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PA / PPO

Media optimized Yes

accessories (not delivered with the sensor): For varivent adapter, triclamp adapter, welding 
socket and matching connectors please see our selection of accessories.

Capacitive Sensors S26 with hemis- 
pherical active surface for level 
control of products with a dielectric 
constant εr from 1,1. Products can be:

• Bulk material, like plastic granules, 
powder, cereals, etc.

• Liquids, like water, juice, wine, oil, 
chemicals or pharmaceutical solutions 
and much more.

• Pastes in the food, pharmaceutical 
and cosmetics industry

io-liNk - iNtErfaCE
 Device ID: 1d/000001h
 Vendor ID: 1129d/0469h
 Baudrate: COM 3 (230.4 kbaud)
 Revision: 1.1
 Profiles: Smart Sensor
 SIO mode: yes
 Port Class: A

LED / Output function
Yellow =  A1     Green = A2

Adjustment “empty“

Initializing “full“

Factory reset
Test

Adjustment “full“
Initializing “empty“
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Compliant
RoHS

High Performance

HP VA
1.4404 

AISI 316L
EC 1935/2004

conform For Food

High chemical
resistance CIP

SIP
PTFE

EC 1935/2004
conform

68

103

113

68
103

113

25
,5

ØØ
3550
,5

Ø

12
M

x1

12

DMT 01 ATEX E 157 IECEx BVS 07.0015

      II 1/2 D Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db

Capacitive sensors - s26 
series 80 - pNp - stex - ateX

Type of construction Triclamp DN 40
• For use in areas with the risk of dust explosion, zone 20
• Housing material: Stainless steel VA, No.1.4404 (AISI 316L) / PTFE
• With flange connector M 12 x 1

technical data Non-flush mountable

Level sensor, in contact with the product Medium dependent adjustable

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0...20 mm

Electrical version 4-pin    DC

Output function Antivalent

type pNp current kas-80-26/113-a-tri-ptfE/vac-y10-1-hp-1/2d
type pNp kas-80-26-a-tri-ptfE/va-y10-stEx
art.-No. ka 1487
Operating voltage (UB) 10...30 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...150 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 50 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -20...+90 °C / CIP 121 °C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67*

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection Flange connector M 12 x 1 (A-coded)

Housing material Stainless steel VA No.1.4404 / AISI 316L
 (FDA conforming)

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PC

Media optimized Yes

accessories (not delivered with the sensor): For matching connectors please see our 
selection of accessories.

* With sealed potentiometer screw

Capacitive Sensors S26 with hemis-
pherical active surface for level control of 
products with a dielectric constant εr from 
1,1. Products can be:

• Bulk material, like plastic granules, 
powder, cereals, etc.

• Liquids, like water, juice, wine, oil, 
chemicals or pharmaceutical solutions 
and much more.

• Pastes in the food, pharmaceutical and 
cosmetics industry
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HP VA
1.4404 

AISI 316L
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SIP
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Capacitive sensors - s26 
series 80 - pNp - stex - ateX

Type of construction Triclamp DN 40
• For use in areas with the risk of dust explosion, zone 20
• Housing material: Stainless steel VA, No.1.4404 (AISI 316L) / PEEK
• With flange connector M 12 x 1

technical data Non-flush mountable

Level sensor, in contact with the product Medium dependent adjustable

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0...20 mm

Electrical version 4-pin    DC

Output function Antivalent

type pNp current kas-80-26/113-a-tri-pEEk/vac-y10-1-hp-1/2d
type pNp kas-80-26-a-tri-pEEk/va-y10-stEx
art.-No. ka 1581
Operating voltage (UB) 10...30 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...150 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 50 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -20...+90 °C / CIP 121 °C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67*

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection Flange connector M 12 x 1 (A-coded)

Housing material Stainless steel VA No.1.4404 / AISI 316L
 (FDA conforming)

Active surface PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Lid PC

Media optimized Yes

accessories (not delivered with the sensor): For matching connectors please see our 
selection of accessories.

* With sealed potentiometer screw

Capacitive Sensors S26 with hemis-
pherical active surface for level 
control of products with a dielectric 
constant εr from 1,1. Products can be:

• Bulk material, like plastic granules, 
powder, cereals, etc.

• Liquids, like water, juice, wine, oil, 
chemicals or pharmaceutical solutions 
and much more.

• Pastes in the food, pharmaceutical 
and cosmetics industry
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EasyTeachchart:

High Performance

HP
Quattro   Protect™E CM ^

E CM ^ VA
1.4404 

AISI 316L
EC 1935/2004

conform

Compliant
RoHS

For Food

High chemical
resistance CIP

SIPEasyTeach
ETW EHEDG

conform

25
,5

Ø

30
Ø50

,5
Ø

35
274

300
310

12
M

x1

technical data Non-flush mountable

Level sensor, in contact with the product Medium dependent adjustable

Operating distance min. / max. programmable 0...15 mm
Electrical version 4-wire   DC
Output function Antivalent
type pNp kas-80-26/310-a-tri-pp/vac-y10-Etw-hp
art.-No. ka 1627
Operating voltage (UB) 10...35 V DC
Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V
Permitted residual ripple max. 10%

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...250 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA
Frequency of operating cycles max. 15 Hz
Permitted ambient temperature 0...+70 °C
LED-display Green / yellow
Protective circuit Built-in
Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67*
Norm EN 60947-5-2
Connection Flange connector M 12 x 1 (A-coded)
Housing material VA, No.1.4404 / AISI 316L (FDA conforming)
Active surface Polypropylene (PP) (FDA 21 CFR 177.1520)
Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)
Media optimized Yes

accessories (not delivered with the sensor): For matching connectors please see our 
selection of accessories.

Capacitive sensors s26 
series 80 - pNp

Type of construction Triclamp DN40 to standard DIN 32676, row A
• Housing material: VA no. 1.4404 / AISI 316L
• Bodylength 300 mm
• Other body lengths on request
•   Operating distance adjustable with EasyTeach by Wire
•   Optical guidance during the teach process with the aid of a 2-colour LED
• With flange connector M 12 x 1

LED / Output function
Yellow =  A1     Green = A2

Adjustment “empty“

Initializing “full“

Factory reset
Test

Adjustment “full“
Initializing “empty“

Capacitive Sensors S26 with hemis- 
pherical active surface for level 
control of products with a dielectric 
constant εr from 1,1. Products can be:

• Bulk material, like plastic granules, 
powder, cereals, etc.

• Liquids, like water, juice, wine, oil, 
chemicals or pharmaceutical solutions 
and much more.

• Pastes in the food, pharmaceutical 
and cosmetics industry

• EHEDG conform

* With sealed potentiometer screw
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Compliant
RoHS

High Performance

HP
Quattro   Protect™E CM ^

E CM ^

For Food

High chemical
resistancePTFE

EC 1935/2004

conform

Bluetooth

Capacitive sensors - s26
series 80 - pNp 

Type of construction G 1“
• Housing material: PTFE
• Special version with flange. Sealing can be made with
 a gasket or PTFE-tape (not delivered with the sensor)
• With Bluetooth function

technical data Non-flush mountable

Level sensor, in contact with the product Medium dependent adjustable

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0...20 mm

Electrical version 4-wire   DC

Output Antivalent (NO + NC)

type pNp kas-80-26/113-a-G1-PtFe-Z02-1-Bs-HP
art.-No. ka 1403
Connection diagram No. see below

Operating voltage (UB) 10...35 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...250 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 2 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70 °C / 

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable 2 m, PVC, 4 x 0.5 mm²

Housing material PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)

Media optimized Yes

Capacitive Sensors S26 with hemis- 
pherical active surface for level con-
trol of products with a dielectric con-
stant εr from 1,1. Products can be:

• Bulk material, like plastic granules, 
powder, cereals, etc.

• Liquids, like water, juice, wine, oil, 
chemicals or pharmaceutical solu-
tions and much more.

• Pastes in the food, pharmaceutical 
and cosmetics industry

• With Bluetooth control function for:
 –  Sensor sensitivity
 –  Optimal sensor adjustment
 –  Deposits on the sensor surface.
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world‘s first: bluesense
Capacitive sensor
with Bluetooth

Rechner capacitive proximity sensors with a hemispherical active 
sensing area already have big application benefits for the user but 
now they are available with Bluetooth.

With the App provided by RECHNER Sensors for use with
Android smartphones or tablets (iOs in preparation) the
customer now has state of the art access to all level
measurement parameters.

Bluetooth connection with RECHNER BlueSense devices
is easy when linking to smartphones or tablets as each

sensor has a unique identification address.

No additional interface device is required to receive data from
RECHNER BlueSense products.

Bluesense lets the user know vital details such as:

• is the sensor correctly adjusted for the application?
• Has it been adjusted to the ideal measuring range?
• is the dielectric constant of the detected product changing
  e.g. due to humidity or changes in the mixture?
• How much product is deposited on the sensor surface?

Bluesense is the ultimate auxiliary set-up tool for users who want current status and control of their level measurement.

industry4.0
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Compliant
RoHS

High Performance

HP PTFE
EC 1935/2004

conformEasyTeach
ETW

EasyTeachchart*:
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12

36

CIP
SIPFor Food

High chemical
resistance

Capacitive sensors - s26 
series 80 - pNp

Type of construction G 1”
• Housing material: PTFE
• With flange connector M 12 x 1
• Output function (antivalent / 2x normally open / 2 x normally closed) selectable with EasyTeach by Wire
•   Operating distance adjustable with EasyTeach by Wire
•   Optical guidance during the teach process with the aid of a 2-colour LED

technical data Non-flush mountable

Level sensor, in contact with the product Medium dependent adjustable

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 0...20 mm

Electrical version 4 - pin   DC

Output function* Antivalent

type pNp kas-80-26/113-p3-g1-ptfE-y10-Etw-hp
art.-No. ka 1624
Operating voltage (UB) 10...35 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...250 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles 25 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70 °C / CIP 121 °C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67**

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection Flange connector M 12 x 1 (A-coded)

Housing material PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PA / PPO

Media optimized Yes

accessories (not delivered with the sensor): For varivent adapter, triclamp adapter, welding 
socket and matching connectors please see our selection of accessories.

LED / Output function
Yellow =  A1     Green = A2

Adjustment “empty“

Initializing “full“
Test

Adjustment “full“
Initializing “empty“

Capacitive Sensors S26 with hemis- 
pherical active surface for level 
control of products with a dielectric 
constant εr from 1,1. Products can be:

• Bulk material, like plastic granules, 
powder, cereals, etc.

• Liquids, like water, juice, wine, oil, 
chemicals or pharmaceutical solutions 
and much more.

• Pastes in the food, pharmaceutical 
and cosmetics industry

highlights:

The sensor has three dif ferent 
output modes:
• Antivalent (factory setting)
• 2 x Normally open
• 2 x Normally closed

With the normally closed and 
normally open versions, two switch-
ing points can be set independently 
of each other.

A1 A2 Output
Antivalent
2 x Normally open
2 x Normally closed

*Factory setting: Antivalent. Further EasyTeach settings can be found in the operating instructions.
**With sealed potentiometer screw
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x1 12
Ø

28
Ø

23
30
40

For Food

High chemical
resistance 250°C

482°F
High Temperature

PEEK
EC 1935/2004

conform
Compliant

RoHS

Y95

Capacitive sensors
series kXs-eXtreme

Housing M 16 x 1
• Housing material: PEEK
• For connection to capacitive evaluation units KXA-...-MINI-...-...
• Extreme large sensing distance
• Up to 250° C ambient temperature

*Enclosure rating IEC 60529 for connector on request.

technical data Flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 15 mm

Operating distance min / max adjustable 1...25 mm

type kXs-250-M16/30-X-M16-Peek-250c-X02/y95
art.-No. kX 0104
Permitted ambient temperature -50...+250 °C

Enclosure rating IEC 60529* IP 67

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable for connection to capacitive evaluation units 
KXA-... with plug-in connector 2 m FEP, Triax

Housing material PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Active surface PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Groove for O-Ring 20 x 1,5
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Compliant
RoHS PTFE

EC 1935/2004

conform

160°C
320°F

High Temperature

Y95
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78

3615

Capacitive sensors
series kXs-eXtreme

Housing M 30 x 1.5
• Housing material: PTFE
• For connection to capacitive evaluation units KXA-...
• Extreme large sensing distance
• Up to 160° C ambient temperature

technical data Non-flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 60 mm

Operating distance min / max adjustable 5...100 mm

type kXs-250-M30/70-X-M30-PtFe-160c-X02/y95
art.-No. kX 0081
Permitted ambient temperature -50...+160 °C

Enclosure rating IEC 60529* IP 67

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable for connection to capacitive evaluation units 
KXA-... with plug-in connector 2 m FEP, Triax

Housing material PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

accessories (delivered with the sensor) 2 nuts M 30 x 1,5

*Enclosure rating IEC 60529 for connector on request.
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EasyTeach

Compliant
RoHS

Capacitive evaluation units
series kXa-eXtreme

Housing 46,6 x 74,5 x 30 mm
• KXA-...-MINI for connection to capacitive sensors KXS-...-M5/... to -M16/...
• Adjustable with EasyTeach by Wire / EasyTeach by Magnet (ETM)

Connection 1 x KXS Connection BE

technical data
Electrical version 4-wire   DC

Output function Antivalent 

type pNp kXa-5-1Mini-B-P-a-et-Z02-y90
art.-No. Xa 0065
Operating voltage (UB) 18...36 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) < 2.5 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 25 %

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...200 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 50 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 50 Hz

Switching hysteresis ≤ 20%

Repeat accuracy ≤ 1%

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+55 °C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 65

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection cable 2 m, PUR, 5 x 0.14 mm²

Housing material PA

accessories (delivered with the unit) Teach magnet 

 chart:
LED green / yellow

Adjustment “empty“

Initializing “full“

Factory reset

Test

Adjustment “full“

Initializing “empty“
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Adjustment “empty“

Initializing “full“
Test

Adjustment “full“
Initializing “empty“

technical data Non-flush mountable

Level sensor, in contact with the product Medium dependent adjustable

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 1...10 mm

Electrical version 3-pin   DC

Output function Normally open

type pNp kas-80-a23-s-g1/2-pEEk/vab-y3-Etw-Nl
art.-No. ka 1599
Operating voltage (UB) 12...30 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 5 %

Operating current (Ie) 0...200 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 50 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70 °C / CIP 121 °C

LED-display Yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection Flange connector M 12 x 1 (A-coded)

Housing material Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 (AISI 303)

Active surface PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

accessories (not delivered with the sensor): Varivent Adapter art.No. 196395, Welding 
Socket art.No. 196394 and matching connectors please see our selection of accessories.

                        - Capacitive sensors

Model G 1/2“
For level control of liquids, bulk material or pastes Ideal for level control in the Food Industry 
or Pharmaceutical Industry

• Housing material: Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 (AISI 303)
• Adjustment of the sensitivity with ETW- Function (EasyTeach by wire)
• With flange connector M 12 x 1
• Welding sockets and Varivent adapter available for EHEDG conform mounting.

Capacitive Sensors for level control 
of products with a dielectric constant 
εr from 1,1. Products can be:

• Bulk materials, such as grain, 
sugar, granulates.

• Liquids, oil, chemicals or pharma-
ceutical solutions and much more.

highlights:

• EHEDG conform

• Measurement is independent of 
 the mounting position
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EasyTeach
ETW

Extra 
Smart

-

It could not be easier.
The user mounts the sensor, makes the electrical connection and the
adjustment by means of the teach wire and the sensor is ready for use.

No additional teach equipment necessary.

Optical guidance during the teach process with the aid of a LED:
• standby • teach process • switching state

Art.-Nr. 196394 
Welding socket

Art.-Nr. 190757
Tri-Clamp 

Art.-Nr. 196395
Varivent N DN 50

Art.-Nr. 193391
Connector
4 x 0,34, 5 m

Art.-Nr. 193392
Connector
4 x 0,34, 5 m

When the sensor is mounted with our adapters: welding socket or the process adapter Varivent N DN 50 a hygienic, 
EHEDG conforming process connection will be achieved.

directive (EC) 1935/2004

The traceability of the used sensor body 
material according to the directive (EC) 
1935/2004 is confirmed by RECHNER with 
a conformity declaration, that is provided 
on the website as download document un-
der certificates.

This capacitive sensor is designed for the level control of bulk materials, liquids and pastes
dielectric constant (DC) εr of 1,1. This sensor is a classic capacitive sensor that reliably detects
all kind of materials. Capacitive sensors help to control the level in dosing systems, storage container or
prevent the pump for dry running. For product that are high conductive and adhesive we recommend the
models of  the KS-801-... series. 

The material to detect could be bulk material, such as, metal powder, plastic powder, granules, spices, dryed herbs, coffee, sugar, 
cocoa, tabled powder liquids could be for instance, oil, milk products or juice.
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technical data Non-flush mountable

Level sensor, in contact with the product Medium dependent adjustable

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 1...10 mm

Electrical version 3-pin   DC

Output function Normally open

type pNp kas-80-a23-s-g1/2-pom-y3-Etw-Nl
art.-No. ka 1598
Operating voltage (UB) 12...30 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 5 %

Operating current (Ie) 0...200 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 50 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70 °C / CIP 121 °C

LED-display Yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection Flange connector M 12 x 1 (A-coded)

Housing material POM (FDA 21 CFR 177.2470)

Active surface POM (FDA 21 CFR 177.2470)

accessories (not delivered with the sensor): Varivent Adapter art.No. 196395, Welding 
Socket art.No. 196394 and matching connectors please see our selection of accessories.

Adjustment “empty“

Initializing “full“
Test

Adjustment “full“
Initializing “empty“

                        - Capacitive sensors

Model G 1/2“
For level control of liquids, bulk material or pastes Ideal for level control in the Food Industry 
or Pharmaceutical Industry

• Housing material: POM
• Adjustment of the sensitivity with ETW- Function (EasyTeach by wire)
• With flange connector M 12 x 1
• Welding sockets and Varivent adapter available for EHEDG conform mounting.

Capacitive Sensors for level control 
of products with a dielectric constant 
εr from 1,1. Products can be:

• Bulk materials, such as grain, 
sugar, granulates.

• Liquids, oil, chemicals or pharma-
ceutical solutions and much more.

highlights:

• EHEDG conform

• Measurement is independent of 
 the mounting position
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EasyTeach
ETW

Extra 
Smart

-

It could not be easier.
The user mounts the sensor, makes the electrical connection and the
adjustment by means of the teach wire and the sensor is ready for use.

No additional teach equipment necessary.

Optical guidance during the teach process with the aid of a LED:
• standby • teach process • switching state

Art.-Nr. 196394 
Welding socket

Art.-Nr. 190757
Tri-Clamp 

Art.-Nr. 196395
Varivent N DN 50

Art.-Nr. 193391
Connector
4 x 0,34, 5 m

Art.-Nr. 193392
Connector
4 x 0,34, 5 m

When the sensor is mounted with our adapters: welding socket or the process adapter Varivent N DN 50 a hygienic, 
EHEDG conforming process connection will be achieved.

directive (EC) 1935/2004

The traceability of the used sensor body 
material according to the directive (EC) 
1935/2004 is confirmed by RECHNER with 
a conformity declaration, that is provided 
on the website as download document un-
der certificates.

This capacitive sensor is designed for the level control of bulk materials, liquids and pastes
dielectric constant (DC) εr of 1,1. This sensor is a classic capacitive sensor that reliably detects
all kind of materials. Capacitive sensors help to control the level in dosing systems, storage container or
prevent the pump for dry running. For product that are high conductive and adhesive we recommend the
models of  the KS-801-... series. 

The material to detect could be bulk material, such as, metal powder, plastic powder, granules, spices, dryed herbs, coffee, sugar, 
cocoa, tabled powder liquids could be for instance, oil, milk products or juice.
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technical data Non-flush mountable

Level sensor, in contact with the product Medium dependent adjustable

Operating distance min. / max. adjustable 1...10 mm

Electrical version 3-pin   DC

Output function Normally open

type pNp kas-80-a23-s-g1/2-pEEk-y10-Etw-Nl
art.-No. ka 1597
Operating voltage (UB) 12...30 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 5 %

Operating current (Ie) 0...200 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 50 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70 °C / CIP 121 °C

LED-display Yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67

Norm EN 60947-5-2

Connection Flange connector M 12 x 1 (A-coded)

Housing material PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Active surface PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

accessories (not delivered with the sensor): Varivent Adapter art.No. 196395, Welding 
Socket art.No. 196394 and matching connectors please see our selection of accessories.

Adjustment “empty“

Initializing “full“
Test

Adjustment “full“
Initializing “empty“

                        - Capacitive sensors

Model G 1/2“
For level control of liquids, bulk material or pastes Ideal for level control in the Food Industry 
or Pharmaceutical Industry

• Housing material: PEEK
• Adjustment of the sensitivity with ETW- Function (EasyTeach by wire)
• With flange connector M 12 x 1
• Welding sockets and Varivent adapter available for EHEDG conform mounting.

Capacitive Sensors for level control 
of products with a dielectric constant 
εr from 1,1. Products can be:

• Bulk materials, such as grain, 
sugar, granulates.

• Liquids, oil, chemicals or pharma-
ceutical solutions and much more.

highlights:

• EHEDG conform

• Measurement is independent of 
 the mounting position
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EasyTeach
ETW

Extra 
Smart

-

It could not be easier.
The user mounts the sensor, makes the electrical connection and the
adjustment by means of the teach wire and the sensor is ready for use.

No additional teach equipment necessary.

Optical guidance during the teach process with the aid of a LED:
• standby • teach process • switching state

Art.-Nr. 196394 
Welding socket

Art.-Nr. 190757
Tri-Clamp 

Art.-Nr. 196395
Varivent N DN 50

Art.-Nr. 193391
Connector
4 x 0,34, 5 m

Art.-Nr. 193392
Connector
4 x 0,34, 5 m

When the sensor is mounted with our adapters: welding socket or the process adapter Varivent N DN 50 a hygienic, 
EHEDG conforming process connection will be achieved.

directive (EC) 1935/2004

The traceability of the used sensor body 
material according to the directive (EC) 
1935/2004 is confirmed by RECHNER with 
a conformity declaration, that is provided 
on the website as download document un-
der certificates.

This capacitive sensor is designed for the level control of bulk materials, liquids and pastes
dielectric constant (DC) εr of 1,1. This sensor is a classic capacitive sensor that reliably detects
all kind of materials. Capacitive sensors help to control the level in dosing systems, storage container or
prevent the pump for dry running. For product that are high conductive and adhesive we recommend the
models of  the KS-801-... series. 

The material to detect could be bulk material, such as, metal powder, plastic powder, granules, spices, dryed herbs, coffee, sugar, 
cocoa, tabled powder liquids could be for instance, oil, milk products or juice.
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                        - Capacitive sensors - s26

Model G 1/2“
For level control of conductive and/or viscous liquids or pastes, for instance oil, water, 
ketchup or honey. Ideal for level control in the Food Industry or Pharmaceutical Industry

• Housing material: Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 (AISI 303)
• Adjustment of the sensitivity with ETW- Function (EasyTeach by wire)
• With flange connector M 12 x 1
• Welding sockets and Varivent adapter available for EHEDG conform mounting

*Where applicable

technical data Non-flush mountable

Sensitivity Dielectric constant εr > 1.25 

Electrical version 3-pin  DC

Output function Normally open

Factory setting Water

typ pNp
ks-801-26/136-s-g1/2-pEEk/vab-120C-y3-

Etw-hp
art. No. ka 1562
Operating voltage (UB) 12.5...35 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Operating current (Ie) 0...250 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. < 30 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 1 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature 0...+70 °C / CIP 121 °C

Permitted product temperature -10...+120 °C

LED-display Green / orange

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67, IP 69K

Norm EN 60947-5-2*

Connection Connector M 12 x 1

Operating pressure Max. 10 bar 

Housing material Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 / AISI 303

Material active surface PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

accessories (not delivered with the sensor): Varivent Adapter art.No. 196395, Welding Socket 
art.No. 196394 and matching connectors please see our selection of accessories.

Capacitive Sensors S26 with hemis- 
pherical active surface for level 
control of products with a dielectric 
constant εr from 1,25. Products 
can be:

• Liquids, like water, juice, wine, oil, 
chemicals or pharmaceutical solutions 
and much more.

highlights:

• EHEDG conform

• Measurement is independent of the 
 mounting position

• Permitted pressure on the active  
 area: 10 bar

LED / Output function
Orange =  A1   Green = A1

Factory setting
Initializing “full“

Test

Adjustment “full“
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EasyTeach
ETW

Extra 
Smart

This capacitive sensor is designed for the level control of liquid or 
viscous products, which can be conductive and/or viscous and sticky.

Materials like ketchup, mayonnaise, yoghurt, syrups, pastes, or liquids with 
salt or acids will be reliably detected with the LevelMaster.

The modern micro controller controlled temperature compensation provides for reliable level control with 
applications where there are variations in the ambient temperatures. 

The sensor body is made of stainless steel material No. 1.4305 (AISI 303). 

When the sensor is mounted with our adapters: welding socket or the process adapter Varivent N DN 
50 a hygienic, EHEDG conforming process connection will be achieved.

directive (EC) 1905/2019

The traceability of the used plastic material PEEK 
according to the directive (EC) 1905/2019 is confirmed by
RECHNER with a conformity declaration, that is provided 
on the website as a download document under certificates.

It could not be easier.
The user mounts the sensor, makes the electrical connection and the
adjustment by means of the teach wire and the sensor is ready for use.

No additional teach equipment necessary.

Optical guidance during the teach process with the aid of a 2-colour LED:
• standby • teach process • switching state
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                        - Capacitive sensors

Model G 1/2“
• For level control of conductive and/or viscous liquids or pastes, for instance oil, water,
 ketchup or honey.
• Ideal for level control in the Food Industry or Pharmaceutical Industry

• Housing material: Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 (AISI 303)
• Adjustment of the sensitivity with ETW- Function (EasyTeach by wire)
• With flange connector M 12 x 1
• Welding sockets and Varivent adapter available for EHEDG conform mounting.

*Where applicable

technical data Non-flush mountable

Sensitivity Dielectric constant εr > 1.25 

Electrical version 3-pin  DC

Output function Normally open

Factory setting Water

typ pNp
ks-801-26/136-s-g1/2tp21-pEEk/vab-160C-y3-

Etw-hp
art. No. ka1556
Operating voltage (UB) 12.5...35 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.0 V

Operating current (Ie) 0...250 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. < 30 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 1 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature 0...+70 °C / CIP 121 °C

Permitted product temperature -10...+160 °C

LED-display Green / orange

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67, IP 69K

Norm EN 60947-5-2*

Connection Connector M 12 x 1

Operating pressure Max. 10 bar 

Housing material Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 / AISI 303

Material active surface PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

accessories (not delivered with the sensor): Varivent Adapter art.No. 196395, Welding Socket 
art.No. 196394 and matching connectors please see our selection of accessories.

Capacitive Sensors S26 with hemis- 
pherical active surface for level 
control of products with a dielectric 
constant εr from 1,25. Products 
can be:

• Liquids, like water, juice, wine, oil, 
chemicals or pharmaceutical solutions 
and much more.

highlights:

• EHEDG conform

• Measurement is independent of 
 the mounting position

• Permitted pressure on the active 
  area: 10 bar

LED / Output function
Orange =  A1   Green = A1

Factory setting
Initializing “full“

Test

Adjustment “full“
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EasyTeach
ETW

Extra 
Smart

This capacitive sensor is designed for the level control of liquid or 
viscous products, which can be conductive and/or viscous and sticky.

Materials like ketchup, mayonnaise, yoghurt, syrups, pastes, or liquids with 
salt or acids will be reliably detected with the LevelMaster.

The modern micro controller controlled temperature compensation provides for reliable level control with 
applications where there are variations in the ambient temperatures. 

The sensor body is made of stainless steel material No. 1.4305 (AISI 303). 

When the sensor is mounted with our adapters: welding socket or the process adapter Varivent N DN 
50 a hygienic, EHEDG conforming process connection will be achieved.

directive (EC) 1905/2019

The traceability of the used plastic material PEEK 
according to the directive (EC) 1905/2019 is confirmed by
RECHNER with a conformity declaration, that is provided 
on the website as a download document under certificates.

It could not be easier.
The user mounts the sensor, makes the electrical connection and the
adjustment by means of the teach wire and the sensor is ready for use.

No additional teach equipment necessary.

Optical guidance during the teach process with the aid of a 2-colour LED:
• standby • teach process • switching state
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technical data Non-flush mountable

Sensitivity Dielectric constant εr > 1.25 

Electrical version 3-pin  DC

Output function Analogue

typ analogue ks-801-26/203-il4-g1/2-pEEk/vab-y3-Etw-hp
art. No. ka 1633
Operating voltage (UB) 12.5...35 V DC

Output signal 4...20 mA

Output current active surface free ≤ 4 mA

Output current active surface covered ≥ 20 mA

Load resistor (RL) 0...600 Ohm

No-load current (Io) Typ. < 30 mA

Permitted ambient temperature 0...+70 °C / CIP 121 °C

Permitted product temperature 0...+100 °C

LED-display Green / orange

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67, IP 69K

Norm EN 60947-5-2, EN 60947-5-7*

Connection Connector M 12 x 1

Operating pressure Max. 10 bar 

Housing material Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 / AISI 303

Material active surface PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

accessories (not supplied with the sensor): Varivent Adapter art.No. 196395, Welding Socket 
art.No. 196394 and matching connectors please see our selection of accessories.

Adjustment “empty“ (8 sec.)

Adjustment “full“ (20 sec.)

Test (30 sec.)

                        - Capacitive sensors

Model G 1/2“
• For level control of conductive and/or viscous liquids or pastes, for instance oil, water,
 ketchup or honey.
• Ideal for level control in the Food Industry or Pharmaceutical Industry

• Housing material: Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 (AISI 303)
• Adjustment of the sensitivity with ETW- Function (EasyTeach by wire)
• With flange connector M 12 x 1
• Welding sockets and Varivent adapter available for EHEDG conform mounting.

*Where applicable

Capacitive Sensors S26 with hemis- 
pherical active surface for level 
control of products with a dielectric 
constant εr from 1,25. Products 
can be:

• Liquids, like water, juice, wine, oil, 
chemicals or pharmaceutical solutions 
and much more.

highlights:

• EHEDG conform

• Measurement is independent of 
 the mounting position

• Analogue measuring range max.  
 120 mm

• Permitted pressure on the active 
  area: 10 bar
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EasyTeach
ETW

Extra 
Smart

This capacitive sensor is designed for the analogue level control of liquid or 
viscous products, which can be conductive and/or viscous and sticky.

Materials like ketchup, mayonnaise, yoghurt, syrups, pastes, or liquids with 
salt or acids will be reliably detected with the LevelMaster.

It could not be easier.
The user mounts the sensor, makes the electrical connection and the
adjustment by means of the teach wire and the sensor is ready for use.

No additional teach equipment necessary.

Optical guidance during the teach process with the aid of a 2-colour LED:
• standby • teach process • switching state

The modern micro controller controlled temperature compensation provides for reliable level control with 
applications where there are variations in the ambient temperatures. 

The sensor body is made of stainless steel material No. 1.4305 (AISI 303). 

When the sensor is mounted with our adapters: welding socket or the process adapter Varivent N DN 
50 a hygienic, EHEDG conforming process connection will be achieved.

directive (EC) 1935/2004

The traceability of the used plastic material PEEK 
according to the directive (EC) 1935/2004 is confirmed by
RECHNER with a conformity declaration, that is provided 
on the website as download document under certificates.

applications

Depending on the selected type, the analogue 
LevelMaster can be used to carry out an analogue 
fill level measurement across a defined range. 

At the same time, it is also possible to detect any signs of pollution so that a cleaning process can be 
triggered. Another application option is a display of the change in the dielectric constant (DC) of the 
product to be monitored for quality control. For quality control purposes, the empirically determined 
starting values can be controlled and analysed using for example a PLC.

In the case of applications with changing media, the empirically determined output can be programmed 
by the following control system: product A = analogue value X, product B = analogue value Y, product C 
= analogue value Z, etc.
If the product is changed, simply select the corresponding program in the PLC.
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TRUE ®

PTFE
EC 1935/2004

conform
Compliant

RoHS 3E
Triple-E
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*

  capacitive filling level probe
analogue current output 4...20 ma / 20...4 ma

• Integrated evaluation electronics
• Adjustable with EasyTeach by Membrane foil (ETF) / EasyTeach by wire (ETW)
• Housing material: PTFE, Ø 16 mm
• Connection head / process connection: Aluminium / Stainless steel VA no. 1.4305 (AISI 303)
• Process connection G1”
• Additional output in the reference range (normally open / normally closed switchable)

technical data
Active zone [M] 785 mm

Output function Analogue

type kFX-1-85-920-785-PtFe/vab/aL-d16-PHG1-iL-et-y10
art.-No. kf 0643
Operating voltage (UB) 18...36 V DC

Operating current (Ie) 0...250 mA

Permitted residual ripple max. 25 %

Load resistance (RL) ≤ 600 Ω

Power consumption (outputs no-load) 3 W

Analogue output 4...20 mA / 20...4 mA

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+55 °C

Permitted product temperature -25...+180 °C*

LED-Display Green / blue

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 65

Norm EN 60947-5-2*

Connection Flange connector M 12 x 1 (A-coded) (5-pin)

Connection head / process connection Aluminium / Stainless steel VA no. 1.4305 (AISI 303)

Housing material (active zone) PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid Aluminium

For matching connectors please see our selection of accessories.

Other housing materials for the 
active zone (probe), like GFK or 
PEEK on request.

(1) Product temperature in °C
(2) Ambient temperature in °C

**Where applicable
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TRUE ®

CapaCitivE lEvEl probE

•  easyteacH By MeMBrane FoiL
 (Etf) aNd EasytEaCh by wirE 
 (Etw)

•  sensitivity adjustMent witH
 Empty CoNtaiNEr.

•  easy and quick coMMissioninG

•  coMPensation oF tHe 
 diElECtriC CoNstaNt (dC)

Etw and Etf
CapaCitivE lEvEl mEasuriNg probE 
with EasytEaCh fuNCtioN CompEN-
satioN of thE diElECtriC CoNstaNt 

The probe has a reference area for the com-
pensation of the dielectric constant (DC). 
Thanks to this function the probe will be ad-
justed with empty container and it detects 
reliable the level of liquids or bulk material 
with a dielectric constant (DC) from εr > 1,2.

It could not be easier:

After the single setting on the empty con-
tainer, the probe automatically adjusts itself 
to the material to be measured. 

This saves the user a lot of time during the 
initial operation and is also particularly ad-
vantageous for applications with changing 
products.

Evaluation 
Electronics integrated!
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TRUE ®
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EC 1935/2004
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Triple-E
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*

  capacitive filling level probe
analogue voltage output 0...10 v / 10...0 v

• Integrated evaluation electronics
• Adjustable with Easy Teach by Membrane foil (ETF) / Easy Teach by wire (ETW)
• Housing material: PTFE, Ø 16 mm
• Connection head / process connection: Aluminium / Stainless steel VA no. 1.4305 (AISI 303)
• Process connection G1”
• Additional output in the reference range (normally open / normally closed switchable)

technical data
Active zone [M] 865 mm

Output function Analogue

type  kFX-1-85-1000-865-PtFe/vab/aL-d16-PHG1-uL-et-y10
art.-No. kf 0644
Operating voltage (UB) 18...36 V DC

Operating current (Ie) 0...250 mA

Permitted residual ripple max. 25 %

Load resistance (RL) ≤ 600 Ω

Power consumption (outputs no-load) 3 W

Analogue output 0...10 V / 10...0 V

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+55 °C

Permitted product temperature -25...+180 °C*

LED-Display Green / blue

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 65

Norm EN 60947-5-2**

Connection Flange connector M 12 x 1 (A-coded) (5-pin)

Connection head / process connection Aluminium / Stainless steel VA no. 1.4305 (AISI 303)

Housing material (active zone) PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)

For matching connectors please see our selection of accessories.

Other housing materials for the 
active zone (probe), like GFK or 
PEEK on request.

(1) Product temperature in °C
(2) Ambient temperature in °C

**Where applicable
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TRUE ®

CapaCitivE lEvEl probE

•  easyteacH By MeMBrane FoiL
 (Etf) aNd EasytEaCh by wirE 
 (Etw)

•  sensitivity adjustMent witH
 Empty CoNtaiNEr.

•  easy and quick coMMissioninG

•  coMPensation oF tHe 
 diElECtriC CoNstaNt (dC)

Etw and Etf
CapaCitivE lEvEl mEasuriNg probE 
with EasytEaCh fuNCtioN CompEN-
satioN of thE diElECtriC CoNstaNt 

The probe has a reference area for the com-
pensation of the dielectric constant (DC). 
Thanks to this function the probe will be ad-
justed with empty container and it detects 
reliable the level of liquids or bulk material 
with a dielectric constant (DC) from εr > 1,2.

It could not be easier:

After the single setting on the empty con-
tainer, the probe automatically adjusts itself 
to the material to be measured. 

This saves the user a lot of time during the 
initial operation and is also particularly ad-
vantageous for applications with changing 
products.

Evaluation 
Electronics integrated!
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Compliant
RoHS 3E

Triple-E

PEEK
EC 1935/2004

conform

Stainless 
Steel

H

L

20...10 V

35

IB1

103,5

IBH

450

30
Ø

12
M

x1

16
Ø

M IBS TB

285 50 80

G
1"

32
28,5

12

High chemical
resistance

For Food

200°C
392°F

High Temperature

  Capacitive filling level probe - kfi
analogue current output 4...20 ma
2 programmable limit value switching points

• Integrated evaluation electronics
• Housing material: PEEK, 16 mm Ø
• Connection head and process connection stainless steel VA no. 1.4305
• Process connection G1”
• Multifunction probe: Automatic identification of NPN / PNP function
• Normally open / normally closed function switchable
• Electronic lock

*Where applicable ** The information is based on the use of the specified temperature buffer (See Accessories)

technical data
Active zone [mm] 285 mm

Electrical version 5 - pin DC

Output function Analogue, 2 limit value switching points, Normally open / 
normally closed switchable

type kfi-12-450-285-pEEk/vab-d16-tb80-g1-il-4-Etf-y10
art.-No. ki 0018
Operating voltage (UB) 18...30 V DC

Permitted residual max. 5 %

Load resistance (RL) ≤ 400 Ω

Operating current (Ie) 100 mA

Power consumption (outputs no-load) 0,8 W

Analogue output 4...20 mA

Switching frequency max. 1 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+55 °C

Permitted ambient temperature (for active zone) -25...+200 °C**

Pressure 10 bar

LED-Display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67

Norm EN 60947-5-2*

Connection Flange connector M 12 x 1 (A-coded)

Housing material VA No. 1.4305 / polyester

Active zone PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

accessories (are not delivered with the probe) Temperature buffer TP80 #194020

Other housing materi-
als for the active zone 
(probe), like PE, GFK, 
PVDF or PTFE on 
request.
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EasyTeach
ET PTFE

EC 1935/2004
conform

High chemical
resistance

Compliant
RoHS 3E

Triple-E

950

M

6
Ø13
ØG

1"40
Ø

50

IBS

L = 1000 113,5

28,5

IBH

12

12
M

x132

VA
1.4404 

AISI 316L
EC 1935/2004

conform

160°C
320°F

High Temperature

EasyTeach

Teachspot
+ LED

*

(1) Product temperature in °C
(2) Ambient temperature in °C

**Where applicable

 chart:
LED green / Adjustment function

Adjustment Min.

Adjustment Max.

Factory set

Test

technical data
Active zones [M] 950 mm

Electrical version 3 - pin DC

Output function Analogue

type kfi-1-1000-950-vaa/ptfE-d13-tp20-g1-il4-Et-y10
art.-No. ki 0144
Operating voltage (UB) 15...30 V DC

Permitted residual ripple max. 5 %

Load resistance (RL) ≤ 200 Ω 

Power consumption (outputs no-load) 1,5 W

Analogue output 4...20 mA

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70 °C

Product temperature -25...+160 °C*

Pressure 0...10 bar

LED-Display Green

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 66 / IP67

Norm EN 60947-5-2**

Connection Flange connector M 12 x 1 (A-coded)

Housing material VA No. 1.4404 / AISI 316L / 
PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Active zone VA No. 1.4404 / AISI 316L

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)

Accessories (delivered with the probe) Teach magnet 

Accessories (not delivered with the probe) #193330, female connector M12

  Capacitive filling level probe
analogue current output 4...20 ma

For dry bulk materials and non-conductive liquids with low dielectric constant (e.g. oil) 

• Integrated evaluation electronics
• Adjustable with EasyTeach by Wire, EasyTeach by Magnet
• Connection head and process connection stainless steel VA no. 1.4404 / AISI 316L
• Process connection G1”
• With flange connector M 12 x 1 (5-pin incl. EasyTeach function)
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EasyTeach
ET PTFE

EC 1935/2004
conform

VA
1.4404 

AISI 316L
EC 1935/2004

conform

Compliant
RoHS 3E

Triple-E

32

4
Ø
13

ØG
1"40

Ø

20000 50

99 12

28,5

12
M

x1

M IBS IBH

Stainless 
Steel

EasyTeach

Teachspot
+ LED

High chemical
resistance

 chart:
LED green / Adjustment function

Adjustment Min.

Adjustment Max.

Factory set

Test

technical data
Active zones [M] 20000 mm
Electrical version 3 - pin DC
Output function Analogue
type kfi-1-r-20000-vac/ptfE/vac-d13-phg1-il4-Et-y10
art.-No. ki 0161
Operating voltage (UB) 15...30 V DC
Permitted residual ripple max. 5 %
Load resistance (RL) ≤ 200 Ω 
Power consumption (outputs no-load) 1,5 W
Analogue output 4...20 mA
Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70 °C
Permitted product temperature -25...+70 °C
Pressure 0...10 bar
Tensile load cable electrode max. 8,7 kN
LED-Display Green
Protective circuit Built-in
Degree of protection IEC 60529 (process connection / connection head) IP 66 / IP67
Norm EN 60947-5-2
Connection Flange connector M 12 x 1 (A-coded)

Material

Cable electrode Ø 4 mm
Gravity weight, eyelet M12, hexagon head screw
Partly isolated area IBS
Housing
Lid
Isolating piece

Stainless steel VA no. 1.4401 / AISI 316
Stainless steel VA no. 1.4404 / AISI 316L (FDA conform)

PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)
Stainless steel VA no. 1.4404 / AISI 316L (FDA conform)

PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)
PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Accessories (delivered with the probe) Gravity weight, eyelet M12, hexagon head screw,
isolating piece, Teach magnet

Accessories (not delivered with the probe) #193330, female connector M12
 

  Capacitive filling level probe
analogue current output 4...20 ma

For dry bulk materials and non-conductive liquids with low dielectric constant (e.g. oil) 

• Adjustable with EasyTeach by Wire, EasyTeach by Magnet
• With flange connector M 12 x 1 (5-pin incl. EasyTeach function)
• Level measurement over the entire active zone (M) up to a maximum of 20 m
• Shortenable measuring probe incl. accessories for isolating fixation of the cable electrode
• Optional: housing with temperature barrier for higher product temperatures
• Optional: Process connection in various versions
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Compliant
RoHS PTFE

EC 1935/2004

conform

DMT 01 ATEX E 157 IECEx BVS 07.0015

      II 2 G Ex mb IIC T4 Gb Ex mb IIC T4 Gb

      II 1/2 D Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db

inductive sensors
series 10 - PnP - stex - ateX

Housing M 30 x 1.5 
• Housing material: Brass
• For use in areas with the risk of dust explosion, zone 20
• For use in areas with the risk of gas explosion, zone 1
• Sensing distance Sn 15 mm

technical data Non-flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 15 mm

Electrical version 4-wire DC

Output Antivalent

type pNp current  ias-10-a24-a-M30-PtFe/Ms-Z02-0-2G-1/2d
type pNp ias-10-a24-a-stEx
art.-No. ia 0331
Operating voltage (UB) 10...30 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.5 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Output current max. (Ie) 2 x 0...150 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 1 kHz

Permitted ambient temperature -20...+90 °C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67

Norm EN 60 947-5-2

Connection cable 2 m, PVC, 5 x 0.34 mm²

Housing material Brass

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)

accessories (delivered with the sensor) 2 nuts M 30 x 1.5
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Compliant
RoHS Stainless 

Steel
PTFE

EC 1935/2004
conform

DMT 01 ATEX E 157 IECEx BVS 07.0015

      II 2 G Ex mb IIC T4 Gb Ex mb IIC T4 Gb

      II 1/2 D Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db

inductive sensors
series 10 - PnP-stex-ateX

Housing M 30 x 1.5
• For use in areas with the risk of dust explosion, zone 20
• For use in areas with the risk of gas explosion, zone 1
• Sensing distance Sn 10 mm

technical data Flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 10 mm

Electrical version 4-wire DC

Output Antivalent

type pNp current ias-10-a24-a-M30-PtFe/vab-Z10-0-2G-1/2d
type pNp ias-10-a14-a-ptfE/va-stEx
art.-No. ia 0269
Operating voltage (UB) 10...30 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.5 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...150 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 1 kHz

Permitted ambient temperature -20...+90 °C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67

Norm EN 60 947-5-2

Connection cable 10 m, PVC, 5 x 0.34 mm²

Housing material Stainless steel VA No. 1.4305 / AISI 303

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)

accessories (delivered with the sensor) 2 nuts M 30 x 1.5
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Compliant
RoHS VA

1.4404 
AISI 316L

EC 1935/2004
conform

PTFE
EC 1935/2004

conform

DMT 01 ATEX E 157 IECEx BVS 07.0015

      II 2 G Ex mb IIC T4 Gb Ex mb IIC T4 Gb

      II 1/2 D Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db

inductive sensors
series 10 - PnP - stex - ateX

Housing M 18 x 1
• For use in areas with the risk of dust explosion, zone 20
• For use in areas with the risk of gas explosion, zone 1
• Housing material: Stainless steel VA, No.1.4404 (AISI 316L)
• Sensing distance Sn 5 mm

technical data Flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 5 mm

Electrical version 4-wire DC

Output function Antivalent

type pNp current ias-10-a13-a-M18-PtFe/vac-Z02-0-2G-1/2d
type pNp ias-10-a13-a-ptfE/va-stEx
art.-No. ia 0309
Operating voltage (UB) 10...30 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.5 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...150 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 2 kHz

Permitted ambient temperature -20...+90 °C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67

Norm EN 60 947-5-2

Connection cable 5 m, PVC, 5 x 0.14 mm²

Housing material Stainless steel VA No.1.4404 / AISI 316L (FDA conforming)

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 155.1550)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 155.1580)

accessories (delivered with the sensor) 2 nuts M 18 x 1
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Compliant
RoHS

DMT 01 ATEX E 157 IECEx BVS 07.0015

      II 2 G Ex mb IIC T4 Gb Ex mb IIC T4 Gb

      II 1/2 D Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db Ex ta/tb IIIC T101°C Da/Db

PTFE
EC 1935/2004

conform

inductive sensors
series 10 - PnP - stex - ateX
series 20 - nPn - stex- ateX

Housing M 18 x 1
• Housing material: Brass
• For use in areas with the risk of dust explosion, zone 20
• For use in areas with the risk of gas explosion, zone 1
• Sensing distance Sn 5 mm

technical data Flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 5 mm

Electrical version 4-wire DC

Output Antivalent

type pNp current ias-10-a13-a-M18-PtFe/Ms-Z02-0-2G-1/2d
type pNp ias-10-a13-a-stEx
art.-No. ia 0110
Operating voltage (UB) 10...30 V DC

Voltage drop max. (Ud) ≤ 2.5 V

Permitted residual ripple max. 10 %

Operating current (Ie) 2 x 0...150 mA

No-load current (Io) Typ. 15 mA

Frequency of operating cycles max. 2 kHz

Permitted ambient temperature -20...+90 °C

LED-display Green / yellow

Protective circuit Built-in

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67

Norm EN 60 947-5-2

Connection cable 2 m, PVC, 5 x 0.14 mm²

Housing material Brass

Active surface PTFE (FDA 21 CFR 177.1550)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)

accessories (delivered with the sensor) 2 nuts M 18 x 1
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Compliant
RoHS PEEK

EC 1935/2004

conform

DMT 03 ATEX E 048 IECEx BVS 07.0031

      II 1G Ex ia IIC T1-T6 Ga Ex ia IIC T1-T6 Ga

      II 1D Ex ia IIIC T101°C Da Ex ia IIIC T101°C Da

inductive sensors
series 30 naMur en 60947-5-6 - stex -ateX

Housing M18 x 1
• For use in areas with the risk of dust explosion, zone 20
• For use in areas with the risk of gas explosion, zone 0
• Housing material: PEEK
• With sealing cover and screwing (IP 68)
• With 10 m cable (Outer jacket PUR flame retardant and halogenfree
 Core insulation is PVC, flame retardant)

technical data Non-flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 8 mm

Electrical version 2-pin DC

Output NAMUR EN 60947-5-6

type current ias-30-a23-n-M18-Peek-Z02-0-1G-1d
type ias-30-a23-N-k-pEEk-ip68
art.-No. ia 0217
Operating voltage (UB) 5 - 15 V DC, Ui = 15 V DC

Operating current active surface free > typ. 2 mA

Operating current active surface covered < typ. 1.5 mA

Self-inductance (L) 2 mH

Self-capacitance (C) 250 nF

Permitted residual ripple max. 5 %

Frequency of operating cycles max. 500 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -25...+70 °C

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 68 / 10 bar

Connection cable 10 m, PUR, blue 
2 x 0,75 mm² (6.4 mm ± 0.2)

Housing material PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177. 2415)

Active surface PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177. 2415)

Lid PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177. 2415)

accessories (delivered with the sensor) 2 nuts M 18 x 1
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Compliant
RoHS PEEK

EC 1935/2004

conform For Food

High chemical
resistance

16

6,
5

DMT 03 ATEX E 048 IECEx BVS 07.0031

      II 1G Ex ia IIC T1-T6 Ga Ex ia IIC T1-T6 Ga

      II 1D Ex ia IIIC T101°C Da Ex ia IIIC T101°C Da

inductive sensors
serie 30 - Namur EN 60947-5-6

Housing Ø 6.5 mm
• For use in areas with the risk of gas explosion, zone 0
• For use in areas with the risk of dust explosion, zone 20
• Housing material: PEEK
• Sensing distance Sn = 1.5 mm

technical data Flush mountable

Operating distance Sn 1.5 mm

Electrical version 2-wire DC

Output NAMUR EN 60947-5-6

type current ias-30-6.5/16-n-d6.5-Peek-Z02-0-1G-1d
type ias-30-6.5-N-k-pEEk-stEx
art.-No. ia 0344
Operating voltage (UB) 5 - 15 V DC, Ui = 15 V DC

Operating current active surface free > typ. 2 mA

Operating current active surface covered < typ. 1.5 mA

Self-inductance (L) 2 mH

Self-capacitance (C) 250 nF

Permitted residual ripple max. 5 %

Frequency of operating cycles max. 500 Hz

Permitted ambient temperature -20...+70 °C

Degree of protection IEC 60529 IP 67

Connection cable 2 m PVC, 2 x 0.14 mm²

Housing material PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Active surface PEEK (FDA 21 CFR 177.2415)

Lid PC (FDA 21 CFR 177.1580)
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BVS 09 ATEX E 087X IECEx BVS 10.0088X
    II (1)G [Ex ia Ga] IIC [Ex ia Ga] IIC
    II (1)D [Ex iaDa] IIIC [Ex ia Da] IIIC

Compliant
RoHS

BARRIER

Ex - Area

Division 1
Zone 0 / 1

Ex barrierSensor

Safe Area

SPS / PLS

isolating switching amplifier - ateX
N-132/2-01 120...230 v aC

• To connect two naMur-sensors or potential-free mechanical contacts, which are mounted in the 
zones 0, 1, 2 (Gas) or 20, 21, 22 (dust)

• Compact design - only 17.6 mm width
• Removable screw terminals
• Indication sensor wire-break or shortcircuit via LED display

technical data
Operating voltage (UB) 120...230 V AC

Output function 2 x change-over contact potential-free

Contact rating each relay AC max. 250 V AC / 4 A

Contact rating each relay DC max. 250 V DC / 2 A

type N-132/2-01
art.-No. N 00015
Output voltage max. (Uo) 9.6 V DC

Output current max. (Io) 20 mA

Outer inductance max. (Lo) [Ex ia] IIC 90 mH / IIB 340 mH

Outer capacitance max. (Co) [Ex ia] IIC 3.6 µF / IIB 26 µF

Actuating signal NAMUR EN 60547-5-6

Permitted ambient temperature -20...+70 °C

Display Red / yellow and green

Degree of protection IC 60529 Housing: IP 30 
Terminals: IP 20

Norm EN 60947-5-6

Connection Screw terminals
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BVS 09 ATEX E 087X IECEx BVS 10.0088X
    II (1)G [Ex ia Ga] IIC [Ex ia Ga] IIC
    II (1)D [Ex iaDa] IIIC [Ex ia Da] IIIC

Compliant
RoHS

BARRIER

isolating switching amplifier - ateX
N-132/2-10 24 v dC

• To connect two naMur-sensors or potential-free mechanical contacts which are mounted 
in the zones 0, 1, 2 (Gas) or 20, 21, 22 (dust)

• Compact design - only 17.6 mm width
• Removable screw terminals
• Indication sensor wire-break or shortcircuit via relay contact

technical data
Operating voltage (UB) 18...31.2 V DC

Output function 2 x change-over contact potential-free

Contact rating each relay AC max. 250 V AC / 4 A

Contact rating each relay DC max. 250 V DC / 2 A

type N-132/2-10
art.-No. N 00017
Output voltage max. (Uo) 9.6 V DC

Output current max. (Io) 20 mA

Outer inductance max. (Lo) [Ex ia] IIC 90 mH / IIB 340 mH

Outer capacitance max. (Co) [Ex ia] IIC 3.6 µF / IIB 26 µF

Actuating signal NAMUR EN 60547-5-6

Permitted ambient temperature -20...+70 °C

Display Red / yellow and green

Degree of protection IC 60529 Housing: IP 30 
Terminals: IP 20

Norm EN 60947-5-6

Connection Screw terminals

Ex - Area

Division 1
Zone 0 / 1

Ex barrierSensor

Safe Area

SPS / PLS
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Compliant
RoHS

BARRIER

BVS 09 ATEX E 087X IECEx BVS 10.0088X
    II (1)G [Ex ia Ga] IIC [Ex ia Ga] IIC
    II (1)D [Ex iaDa] IIIC [Ex ia Da] IIIC

BVS 09 ATEX E 087X IECEx BVS 10.0088X
    II 3(1)G Ex nAc nCc [ia Ga] IIC T4 Gc Ex nA nC [ia Ga] IIC T4 Gc
    II (1)D [Ex iaDa] IIIC [Ex ia Da] IIIC

isolating switching amplifier - ateX
N-132/2-E-10 24 v dC

• To connect two naMur-sensors or potential-free mechanical contacts which are mounted 
in the zones 0, 1, 2 (Gas) or 20, 21, 22 (dust)

• Amplifier for use in areas with the risk of gas explosion, zone 2
• Compact design - only 17.6 mm width
• Removable screw terminals
• Indication sensor wire-break or short-circuit via relay contact

technical data
Operating voltage (UB) 18...31.2 V DC

Output function 2 x transistor output / open collector

Contact rating each DC output max. 35 V DC / 50 mA

type N-132/2-E-10
art.-No. N 00018
Output voltage max. (Uo) 9.6 V DC

Output current max. (Io) 20 mA

Outer inductance max. (Lo) [Ex ia] IIC 90 mH / IIB 340 mH

Outer capacitance max. (Co) [Ex ia] IIC 3.6 µF / IIB 26 µF

Actuating signal NAMUR EN 60547-5-6

Permitted ambient temperature -20...+70 °C

Display Red / yellow and green

Degree of protection IC 60529 Housing: IP 30 
Terminals: IP 20

Norm EN 60947-5-6

Connection Screw terminals

Ex - Area

Division 1
Zone 0 / 1

Ex barrierSensor

Safe Area

SPS / PLS
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

rechner Electronics ind. inc.
6311 Inducon Corporate Drive,
Suite 5
Sanborn, NY. 14132

Tel. 800 544 4106
Fax. 905 636 0867
contact@rechner.com
www.rechner.com

PEOPLE‘S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

rEChNEr sENsors sip Co.ltd.
Building H, 
No. 58, Yang Dong Road
Suzhou Industrial Park
Jiangsu Province

Tel. +8651267242858
Fax. +8651267242868
assist@rechner-sensor.cn
www.rechner-sensor.cn

REPUBLIC OF KOREA (SOUTH)

rechner-korea Co. ltd. 
A-1408 Ho, 
Keumgang Penterium IT Tower,
Hakeuiro 282, Dongan-gu
Anyang City, Gyunggi-do, Seoul

Tel. +82 31 422 8331
Fax. +82 31 423 83371
sensor@rechner.co.kr
www.rechner.co.kr

GREAT BRITAIN

rechner (uk) limited 
Unit 6, The Old Mill
61 Reading Road
Pangbourne, Berks, RG8 7HY

Tel. +44 118 976 6450
Fax. +44 118 976 6451
info@rechner-sensors.co.uk
www.rechner-sensors.co.uk

CANADA

rechner automation inc
348 Bronte St. South - Unit 11
Milton, ON   L9T 5B6

Tel. 905 636 0866
Fax. 905 636 0867
contact@rechner.com
www.rechner.com

ITALY

rechner italia srl
Via Isarco 3
39100 Bolzano (BZ)
Office:
Via Dell‘Arcoveggio 49/5
40129 Bologna
Tel.  +39 051 0015498
Fax. +39 051 0015497
vendite@rechneritalia.it
www.rechneritalia.it

Customer proximity guaranteed! 
Rechner Sensors has daughter and sister companies in China, Great Britain, Italy, Canada, South 
Korea and in the U.S..

Furthermore we have representative offices in over 50 countries. For the addresses of our sales 
partners please visit our website. You will find the addresses under the category contact.
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